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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE

SHAPED-CHARGE PHENOMENON*

Introduction

Mining engineers knew, in the 1 8 00's, that the force of an

explosive charge blast can be concentrated on a small area if the

charge is arranged oo that there is a cavity (cumulative cavity)

in the charge opposite this area. The first mention of the effect.

of explosive charges with such a cavity appeared at the end of the
th18- century.

In the first years of the Second World War, there appeared

nearly simultaneously in the armament of all the main combatant

countries a large number of new weapons whose operation was based

on considerably modified use of the shaped-charge phenomenon. It

was found that, when the shaped cavity of the explosive charge is

lined with a thin metal cone, it is possible to penetrate armor

plate, concrete walls, and other defensive structures with very

small explosive weight. Quite frequently, the new explosive charges

had the form of conventional artillery shells with metal lined nose

cavity. The advantage of such explosive charges over conventional

artillery shells was that their penetrating power was practically

independent of flight velocity. When penetrating armor plate, the

*Survey is based on six articles published during 1948 to
1952 in Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 19, No. 6, 1948, pp.
563 - 582; Vol. 20, No. 4, 1949, pp. 363 - 370; Vol. 21, No. 2,
1950, pp. 73 - 74; Vol. 22, No. 4, 1951, pp. 487 - 493; Vol.
23, No. 5, 1952, pp. 532 - 542.
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Fuse Conical steel liner

Explosive

72CP . o i; C s ;e ct' nn of head o~f U.S.A. bazooka zhowirng (conl,2

Li. .. ~ n,!r of ~sh.zpea ý:xi).osive cha.rge.

detonation~ of stuch explosslve charges was at least ac

*.t':~:~ ;hrT, de tonatio n of the explosive charge. of rli':

:.ffs hCh exploded on cc.ýact. with the target.

2h sr -,tcn ~½c j changes in project ile fabrication

-tr-z.>nnl 2.ios, de!.r-nding o' the ltargets 'or which they were intenided.
ti ..; a.,- yearTs, tht armed fordes of' t-he U.S.A.' and Germany

s v r a I 'types )f'--,aped-char'gcpr-,iectiles whi,ýh were very
Icj vr i -V 4 batt n, toks -fsie oC- the .fact that Lh Ir

vejortty as. uch ower' than "that ofP. '+he oenia2 rt-

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T 1.~yp'jcie.Te Amer.ft.afi bazooka was used by

a 1 n an-~yn-ri. T he cross section of the head of this

w at> Peiso hown In. ?i ,,ure 2. The. missile exp-Todeo upon imatof

n-a T .) ns e c.n 11h,,- tank'. As a- result ofL detonat~ion b f t 1,

ý5 C ~. Car~ge-, ;he :CI ee eon i c..' liner collapbes and becomes a

jrJyjet which per-fo.rates, the armor plate'an'd sets firc to

h -irnit-Ion, gasoline, and oil inside the tank. The. Gerrman

-iso had a, rii ssle woit h shapr-d explosive charge wh.,ichl was

L) by tkhet infantry: agaiinst tarks (Faustpat-rcm)

The ocpra'.Ang principle and cbnf'igura4%ti on o.f al I thece: weapons

-;i.Q-LIbed brie~'ly in 19)45 in [211. They made it possible f'or

-fntr'y. to conmbat the largest tCanks. The Germans also used

*~s 'Kit h s ha p ed expl.o-.;t've char es and a permanent magnet use

.±ithe charge against the tank until thje time fuse datonatedJ
ir-Chraterstcaly the+ Japanese: army used a shaped charge.'

a p o:, fastened to tn-e end of. a long wooden pole. T1..Ž Japanese

;odo'charged from ambush with this weapon and' jammed it against

Fi l-HC-23-2850-7)4 .2



"Pentolite Steel liner Since the penetracting ability

of these weapons is independent

of flight velocity, a large number
Booster

of experimental studies have been

Figure 2. Typical shaped charge made under static conditions.
with conical steel liner used in Figure 2 shows a typical weapon
static experiments. with shaped explosive charge used

Explosive is pentolite (weight in the exoerinents. The conical
115 g, maximum diameter 41.3
mm, steel liner thickness 0.6 cavity of this charge has a steel
mm). liner. When the detonator is

exploded, a detonation wave develops and travels along the axis of

the charge and collapses the steel liner cone, starting from its

apex. From the collapsing cone, there is formed a long thin steel

jet which travels to the right along the extension of the cuiit axLs

with a velocity of about 9 km/sec.* The high velocity jet penetrates

the armor plate in much the same way as a powerful stream of water'

from a fire hose forces its way through a mass of soft mud.** The

pressures produced by the jet traveling at this .high veloc1ty are so

much greater than the ultimate strength of the armor plate that the

hardness of the latter plays a negligible role in retarding jet

penetration through the plate. In fact, mild steelsprovides nearly

as much protection against these weapons as does hard armor steel.

The shaped explosive charge principle may also find application

in peaceful pursuits. Of the many suggestions which have been
advanced, only a few have proved to be practically feasible, since

the same results can be achieved just as well or better in other

ways.

*Conventional rifle bullets have muzzle velocities of about
600 - 900 m/sec; in the case of special artillery projectiles, the
velocity may approach 1.5 km/sec.

**Profound analogies cannot be drawn between these phenomena.
While the water stream washes away the mud, the metal Jet does not
wash away or erode the target metal. Careful weighing shows that
tle metal jet is captared by the target material,.while the target
essentially loses no weight (except for a very small amount at the
front surface). The hole is formed as a result of radial plastic
flow of the target material.

FTD-HC-23-2850-74
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Shaped explosive chargres have often been 'i. ri, ,•uic;. a,,

for rapid boring of holes in rock formations, After a' hole haL- betefr

blown wiAth the shaped charge, the cavitiy c3*n r, refil•c' wI,•s erfi.

z .-'e for further blasting. This blasting technique is qui,;: crnJ

"eay, ;ut because of the h!I,:gh cost of the explosIve used' in. shaped

,bares, 't c-can ý.Želdoaj be jurtl.fled. The explosives h'ich are .

in military operat;ions are nreded to cý,btain satisfactory shaped

,e p De1,fo, ce,ince the performance of the cheaper etYlosives

which creeate 1low blasting pressures is definitely infer•r. 1 .

Charges. with lined wedge-shaped cavfIties are used for cutt'n1

cables, bridge beams, and salvage work on sunken ships, Long

aL.) tI lro 3 cv1 .:a.ith meta1, wed-e-shaned 11 e.s

can.be used Cor cutt!ng large stee plates o" sunken ships .:ith

e danger to the workmen than when uslng_ oxygen torches. 'Thi.s

* ..:7e-._ the. most practical of the :;happed cha:,gu, app.lc4tiom.

A patent has been Thzcued it, the 1.S.A. for applicati-on of a.

L-roup of 7hape-j c-htrgesto increase oll we!l production undec:;r-

taln cor-dLtLons 2£. The charges are lowered into the well and

f.red s:. as to form radial hhoIes in the casing tubes and in the

surrro;Jnding :-•c to increase oil seepage iri`o the we] . This
method appears. t', be. superlor to the methcU :V c racking the sur-

rounding rcck with ordinary explosive charges.

Shaped char-es -can be used to break up large recks, They are
oet.rer for. th~ s pu:Dose than otrier charges rC nwevc! .c :..nt te

nave shown that th ef beakup 0 .r.

oin.'-y slightly when a gJ.v e.n weight of explosive f..ormt,- into a

h aoe ll charge.

The shaped .chargepcncipie can be used to 1nvesLigate the

.rclperties of various materials subjected to hKgh pressures., Under

favorable condIticns, souch charges produce shor't-term d.,n,.I c
pressures concentrated on a small area whlich are higher than a

4



.quarter of a milli1on atmospheres.* By varying the exp!ozive type,

cavity shape, and linler ýmaterial, we cans obt~a~.r a "graded"

sequence of ultrahigh dynamic pressuree. '11.- -stu(:y o.Cf phenuom.-na

at these high pressures Is, of V1oLrse, a~ssoe.!ated with severe

difficulties. Nevertheless, prellininary experrirrent,-, have shov~r

the possibility of. creatinZ special cha~r~l-s for det mln~irng the

ultimate stresses In materials at *v e- * high strain rates. Th e

data which will be obtained w'ill permi11t Loecl.1-_ono' h

que~stion of the propagation rate., of dislocatlur..; in metalic~ crys-

..tals and .microcracks in glass. There are atl least tihree zypez of.
,experiments for determining the ulti~mate shear .stresses, so *,hat. tle-

results of, one type of experiment can b)e u s ed to Tckthe resuC
ýof another. In experiments of the first type, we ir~easure rh-e

volume and. contouar of the cavity fcrmed in, the target diirlnr,

explosion of, the same standard charges. In the experimentýs of' the.

.second type, we measure the depth of the residual penetration of

the jet discharged by the standard' charge inito the inaterd'a2 of. a

.standard-target such as mild steel after it'has perforated a givten

thickness off the test material.. In the experimen-ts of' the th ird..

type, we measure the velocity, of. perforat ion of the jet L-hrough the

target material. Difficulties are encountered vwhtin interpreting

t-he results of these three types of experiments.which At I s ho pe d

can be eliminated when the phenomena discovered hav.e been studi-A

more thoroughly..

The hollow charge, linings can be made £trom -..a r Ius Y.mat erialz

and can have various geome.t ric S hapes. Many d~Iff ereýnt forms of

liners are used in combat weapons. Charges using hemispheri cal,

paraboloidal,.pear-shaped, and trumpet--Tha-ed .1iners have beeý-n,
..tested. Although differencesin the performance of weapons with

the different, liner. shapes were observed., none of them had. any.

r emarkable advantage in comparison with the others.. Hollow charges
.improvised fro'm headlamps taken from disabled cars-have sometimes.

been Used in military operations;,the plastic explosive-was olac~edl

behind the headlamp re~flector.

*Bridgmnan measured static pressur~es on t he order of 10 0,30f0 at m
concentrated on an area 21 x 2.mm and obtained an estimated nress~uroc
of 1400,000,atm,.but was not able to make observati1ons at thlis high
pressure.
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Sh~anpd char-gcEz wi th coni~cal. eavity. and - h in'.enrl~ed frpr

'C*_tlrating maSSIVe' taZrv'ets a±nd exploiv. c ags wi th w.? ( j(1e-

ý,no cavities in 1line 'z intenI~ed f'or cutt-Ing met~al arE~efC ?n(.utere'e

iv're q'uently Pid* have been studied most thorou~wh Iy. i of es

shap..es Is very effective In spec-lal puOrpose app'iic...t~ns. I n..

f. fol lrwi ng we s ~ 13 'Inveztlgate explosi'Ve, charg~es w.-ith ?,.tv1P. y

and Lrne-S ( tros C tw& typesi.I ny,. Slince r0S .; ý&fF:,

.ai ea~ ben. obtained. for chargt.s with conl-a. c_-avi'L. I 2r. 7

%2nlrto that shown In F'Lgure,.2, 'he conclusions pr, s 1rt e e I W

" ;r *m i-'st cases- or. V0 Lo sch charges..

;et irmnati.-n neilr -1sm wa.s r-viualed. using tb f£la~

d whI c -erri', ot)r-rirj the ýi Irtrre I ur

3.a e. R_-:r-'rl i oF ure 2, te cietoriat'r~ e xr c)i cn 't

4 -naton wavow tv~aý,elrg'.a alnG tt. zIs ort* r

w verC; ?Ea ch t' apex, of --he thin steel cone, :1t su dc I~

7oducr2:; a h~~r 1 -gh pressure o0. t ht outside of th ý onr= w)I c .

~:~~cofl apzeý o7 thecne wails. Th-e fo ces whi chI aris.z;e al z

-re-at* that Strenrc-,th of' the -_teel.7 has practiclal ly no irivfluence c~n

t he pvhiznoM.Pnon andA th e steel -a be ennsldered an I de a I ru Ii'Z.

nne Lxl~v Vce o'r. 1_n' ts ' id e :8ý ses ,h,2 th..1n I (

-n.- tra:el I nwa*r-. nt~prly. pe,.pendlicu !a t to the. liner t ~f ac o

'2 gh v e oo~ Tha mo ving s teeL, 11:ner I t.Uri a c on I :r-j s ta p.,:

h apex r~: Vi ý,' l~ te -ax Ic zo t hce r ig ht. T I hell,

'.~~ h ei~.apex, t he rco'-e ~s conp e t P1y col a p!-eý tbhe metal
Ye- r Osybeýý'onged only to ýthe ouiter part fC t!-!- 1incEr

~sfor~r-C f£rQrl i te -inner par' rtecn andI l. ) 'e eei z!7)

f' :%e innez*- aprýx of the iinlrig and travels. a t hJ ~i e1r". cIt.lty a lonrg

X. 4Lt St the right, iti F igure 2). In o the r wo rd s the; -,eta' of
ne -,Žflcal l-iner I!- divided into t wo* pa-ts by aco~ lying. some-

eh-re t2etweeni the inner and outer surf aces. The me tca of, the Dute--

~-e I.s deformed i.nto a s!up; wh Ic h. travels. to the right- (see F ZU 7'
-i - 2 a bcL ISlow spt-ed (5--00 -100. M/sec. Te miýotai of t:ne

cr corz- "rA- a i.-' t. 4%'eking along t h e axis t.o the righ t 'at. very

:a-.speed (200 10,0010 ri/sec).- 'It 'Is. this jet- which perietrat ei

.e yrinto the target, and produces th,ý_ damage- shown In~ '? u re s

3 - .it- was originally thought that the major part of' the damage

.6
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'~gure 3.. P) ct~r h of solid Fir h of xl
steel cy'Linder (-. Aa eter.82.5 mm, e~ci~: ~~r>k

Charge cross sE.tn in poskto
pr!.o4 to det~nat1ý:,,: shown above.. clne : .
..zharge contai. 3. 5 g, of* Tho 1,70M ýherm
pentolite; con',ca. c:a vity was. conical 1 ~ be z E- _
lined b y * 's t n:~ 0..6 mm em b e ýded a%- I~ t:ad a b ,u t

tik(ba:Re diametier 41.5 nci.127 ri-= fr,:,: -L a~s e of the
cylinder.-

was produced by the slug, but high-speed movies Itt possible to
clarify the t rue na±ture. of the phenmnn hs; trcn

firmed by the fa ct that'experiments showed t h-a,, S: slu; n'ten
lodges I-, the 'm"d dlIe o f the hole made An the thIc k p"~ late by
the Jet. Lsone cases 'of destiructlon by shaped. Per"r _sown 1.
Figures 3 -6.

*Figure I s. a photograph of' the meridioiia'i Lý n' . i
steel cylindf:r clam'agfed by an explosive- charge 11- <~ shown I~n
Figure 2. The shaped charge used to produce t ht- (1 is sh'.)wn at
.the top in Figure 3.In the position prior tc dt~:'rt- in

Figure 14 is a photograph of asolid lead yldrwhich has
been damaged. in t~he same, way as-,the steel cylinde!r :3-,:;h-wr In FIgure
3. The hoIL e nf the lead is broaderi and deeper, sic t strerigth
of lead is jower and the plastic deformation-s aro 7arr

7
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Figure 6. Pbhotx..grap1T of lead
disc (diameter 2-03 mm, thick-
ness 51 mm) located 1457 mm
fr~om charge. snimilav to that

%I rzoshown in~Figure 3.
Aferep~s~~of the charge,

:hotm-z_.th o the jet made the through hole-ted~an thelndi sreu~e ,embedded at thc
7,,.11ar' to the cylinders i n top. Sviden'.ly, the slug and

!Cs'jres 3 and 4. jet often do not travel in
:u~r lyeri~stel, extisthe same direction.

L- thbird is steel, and so on.
~sa1laerdirn~tr imn-Figure 5, is a photograph of

-iSvc~nws. 102 'x 102 x. 12.5 mm.
.. ~see -clearly in the 'photograph the section of a laa.1natled cylinder

_t:.LŽ thIe variou.,. target elemeýntsste
:ti the r'adial1 momentum cr-consisting of alternatingste

pnre n for a short; time af~ter- and lead -plates, -which zhows the
..h'~j~ psss troghthm. effect; on such a cylinder of the

zhavc 1harz, 'shown in Figure 2. :Figure 5 shows the charge~in the
Yn.Ldlrrior -.o d'etornation, This pict-ure provide6s a at-riking

c~;roisra.X~ t~ fact that the r~diaJ. plastic f1Law pr-)ducc-d by

_ie -let lo. !.-;~~d~:ore, rapidly' In m~aterials with high yeled
I.ih(ste:ýl, %,r~ txampie) than In materials with :ow yield.

t~eýn iAt h, flaior' cyxarple) The, diameter of the n hc made.

bý32 h o ~s ý;a iit d r 2.. mm., as shown by, the f a si L vac icraphs.

1,2,e er fra ,ýnct the h'.sformed is coa~siderably i;reateie than

~'-~jez ~ -ven in tho 3teel plates.

Before obt;a'l-ing racilograpixic data on the ,jet dlm--ýnsians, some
-~~~l: -n x~L;u~3 were conducted which showed quite eCrazlu-

i ~y tha" tP jo Jt dim -ensions must be much smaller than the boles

_,.e by 1h- ji.~ In these experiments,th e prmaspe

.cnarg-c prior to :--anhrg the target passed through a hale in a



steel plate. Although the diameter

of the cavity fcrmed by the jet in

the rteel tarvet was nearly 25 inn,

the diameter of trie hole through

OUq wh!i'h the jet passed prior to

striking the target could be

reduced to 6.•4 mm without altering

USthe destructive effect. ft is

suspected that the jet diameter

was considerably less than 6.4 run,

since it is known that the jet
oscillates somewhat and this

Figure 7. Photograph of. section
of steel cylinder similar to increases its apparent diameter.
that shown in Figure 3, fractured
by charge without steel liner.

This charge was exploded in Figure 6 shows a picture of
direct contact with the cylirider,a'lead disc (5.8 mm thick and 305
since such a charge produces the mm diameter)in which the large
deepest holes at zero standoff,
in contrast with the lined hole was formed by the shaped-cha:'ge
shaped charge, which produces
the greatest damage at larger
standoff. slug, traveling much slower than

thp Jet, lodged in the disc. The

disc was located 15 cm from the charge and this explains the large

distance between the holes made by the jet and the-slug; because of

charge asymmetry, the jet and slug often travel along somewhat

different paths.

Figure 7-shows, for comparison, a photograph of a steel cylinder

damaged by a charge without metal liner placed on its surface.

While lined cavity charges produce deeper penetration when they

are placed a short distance from the target, unlined charges produce

the deepest penetration when they are in direct contact with the

target.

Figure 8 shows the-effect produced by a conventional charge

without a cavity. This charge obviously contained more explosive-

than the shaped charge, since it had the same dimensions, but no

cavity.

9
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1M"Figure, 9. Phc togrph o
hollow charges wi1m~
liner.

'..~ui'e8. hot~~r'ph ~ a-prior to detonation.
~ t~ono~ tei clinere-xp losive charge is cast

..miart tat ~o-'i around, a steel, liner. a-)out
It~' 3 la ;e r to5r~m th~k wit h wnIh apex angle

40.charge di'ar-te, 'Is the.
~.Adchrg.same as,.that of the base of

the cone .minus. th fange
T area; b- approximately atIn order to bot~ter understand teIsatw~nt ls

: ý Vcclt-s:: of' c I-v 1t-y: liner col- vwaver rached t apex. of

detonatio ofte ral charge

io~'Lhy ;.cWrcls were first lemen ts, b csan~ '-i'e iztnetal jet
a'. is seen inside theý con; c-
±~~~~.cr~~' 8~ca'e f. eaiey4 microseconds af' er -the

smn;il size ;ai th 1,150 conical cavity blact w-iave rea'chc- 'h.e base
and stel .1iner.of' thc - coinc: 2*2. 5 i- o
and!te2. conds a."~' ri. blast- wave

read.'ed the ts- 4X t . conical

F'igure: 9a shows a pi.rture inr heuo fubd ie
or''.the cha r ges prior t odeton- s'lug are visiii
~ I2laud P-1pure 9b shows, the. charge

at:. -1 rnsz-nt t~he detonation wave has just reach~ed t ~ ~ o
k;! c t.onical st~eel liner. We see clearly 't he coilap~a )I, t. e

J~ner Lcnd Its travel toward the +axis of' the ch a rg e in this z4.ture,

4? .. so see the ifirst stage of' jet formation -at 1-h- axis. Žf - h'
- ~ s r'ge sn c pamrt.of' the collapsing liner' has already rea~che-d the

F1 ifs. riur'e 9c shows a later stage of lin~er, collhpse, -a ;'ew
m~lro~'corndo. after' the explosive has d~etonated, Figure 9d shows a
pl'ictre taken atot22 microseconds'afber all the expjloslve has
d4-,or~ated; we see the resulting metal jet formed- rom charges of'

th~s type.

10
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Booster

!ýRJo9ve1 ÷4l
Figure 10. Hollow charge with Figure 11. Collapse of hollow
wedge-shaped liner fired by wedge-shaped charge. Detona-
electric detonator. tion wave from primary and

secondary detonators !,s
passed through a large part

The phenomena described above of the liner and collapsed it.

can be easily understood if we

apply some very simple theoretical considerations, which will now

be presented.

Theory of Jet Formation in Charges,with Conical-and Wedge-Shaped

Liners

An elementary mathematical explanation of jet formation from

conical and wedge-shaped liners can be given, -Figure10 shows the

charge cross section; the conical charge is obtained by rotating

this section about the axis of symmetry, the wedge-shaped charge

is obtained by parallel movement of this section perpendicular to

the axis of symmetry. We/shall first examine the wedge-shaped

charge case. The wedge collapse process is shown in Figure 11.

The detonation wave propagating to the right from the booster

detonator collapses, the iiner,":.The wave creates pressures so great

that the strength of the liner material can be neglected and we can

consider it an ideal fluid:. We assume that, after the liner walls

have received the initial impulse from the detonation wave, the.
pressureson all sides of the walls quickly equalizeuand the walls

continue to collapse inward with no appreciable change of velocity.*

Because of the fact that fini.tetime is required for detonation wave

passage from the. apex to the base of the.liner, the angle 28 between
the moving walls will be greater than the angle between the walls

of the original liner.

.*This assumption is later replaced in view of its inadequacy
in explaining the formation of the entire jet.

11



0

~ . Axis

* >c.12.Yor. nAhorn of jet Figure 13. Geometry o f collapse
sl it from conical, or wedge-- process.

t!t-ier whotst 'e l cides c ~o- , generator of Cri a
an" veoiyV one or wedge; AlP is collapsinvg

chrg Whch nerator, ,traveling wlitlh the'.icontact: with the outer~ c2 te trge. Slidveloci~ty V0 whose direction
ts:~oi linerpo~tioi atbisects the anglp P' h

to P nui ie
lni of collapse, dashed lines moves f row. oF.inui ie

TUw n-osit ion of liner walls af ter this same time. ?'54 become-z
ite r t he y have traveled, a t he collapsing shell; A travels

6i Za $1c e equial to Va. to B atth veocity

y. sVnce
r:~~~ ~~ efcofteaonation

p ~e .t 11 c .actipg, over. very short'
11CE-,i to giah ietevlocity ýV0  whose:.direction

~"sthe an~gle,. betwveen. the perpnudicular to theaoriginal liner

r. ~c 6 arid thle nerpendicularý to 'the collapsing line r s ur ft'.*

The wallIs of. he - ol laitis Mg liner a re two, pl'aneo r o v in g i nward
..ww nFigure 1.2. ýWe see from Figure -13 t hat t I u n Ct I n
:,nd fo in t~he liner. material: *near A. moves to. B w h the. velocity

-To 0 how that*tr he Vector.V0 bisects the ang2e APP' (s ee ig ure
vc consider. a. coordinate syste in.ose brign _rie n, unit

Sdistance' PF' :with. constant. velocity.- In thl.6 cocrdirnate
na tay-state. reC'me exists near the, corint orign,

It c the "act that the liner flowing;.a~lorg ?P iPs forced to
j.nd fLlow. along A. Thi urature- takes place because. of

ru~ nthe liner of the detonation wave pressure,, which is.
S'lat tLlhe same place all the time. T'he liner velocity changes

t ilrection upon passing through the coordinate origin but does
'cange its magn-Itude, sllnee the. pr!essure forces are at. all timesý

.d-~~.-cflcular to the directlon of' motion. :Let 1P'P and P18 (parallel
o A) be the liner velocities in the moving system,, riespý?ctively,

12
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For an observer mo-ing with this

junction, any point P of the upper

"plane travels with a velocity equal

Figure 14. Formation of jet to the vector difference between
and slug from conical or wedge- the velocity of the walls and the
shaped liner shown in Figure 11
from viewpoint of observer velocity of the junction. The
traveling with the junction A. observer sees the point P 4ýpproach-

ing him with the velocity

e Vgi~ r+I'*OY

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 14, he will see the jet moving off

to the right and the slug moving to the left,

We now come to the crucial point of our discussion. As viewed

by the observer, the entire process Is steady-state and we can use

the Bernoulli integral

If the liner material can be considered incompressible, i.e., p = p

we obtain

•• ' "(!' )

prior to and after passing through the coordinate origin. They are
equal in. magnitude. Since the velocity of the moving system is
represented by the vector P'P, the velocity of the collapsing liner
in the stationary system .s equal to the vector PP' + P'B =.PB = V0 .
Since the triangle BPP is isosceles and P'B is parallel to PA, 1-he
angle BPP' is equal to the angle PBP' and the angle BPA. Therefore,
V0 bisects the angle APP'.

13
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½toth .-ases, the pressure at ngiven point of -the fluid detc~rrn~e_

th,. f£luid velocity at t~his. point;. We ansurne -hat the line~r mmi ;s

iay -0 fatta the pressure on its z~urface is very low, a."c

nc:-_c, the pressure is constant on the entire surface of the

ý_:,.llapsing line'r. It: is well known that the pressure, v.rn hence'

~iŽvelocý'ty., are constant at, the. boundary of, the jet.; From. the
~:iwpin o ot oseve, hejet-and slug recede with the same

tQpee'Js.V 2 as thd6 walls approach him (nee Figure 1'4). In partic~ular,

muring liner collapse, -thleý jet. and-slug haethe same. len-,gt h, which

is -3observed experimentally.:

in the. stationary coordin~ate sy st em,. the Jet, traveling tu

the :vlght in F i u re 114, h;A±s the velocit

*wUethte slug, traveli ngc to the le't in the moving coordilracve

yS tem. Of Figure 2'4, actu-_ally has a small- veloclity to, the g h t

In order to visualize .the entire process., we _onsider t;hat:

1 h point P, locateod on the -upper surface in. Figure .12, travels

po C,111 B, fixed in space, in unit; time,, thematerial. of. the. inner

výLrll 01 the upper liner included between ?A and AB rnove~s into the

.,ose front rovas durirng this time to the rI 7,1t n distanice equal

t~.?~+AB. Thus, the -nigh. veloci ty jet which penetr~a.es deep in t-o
otarget- Is f1ormed fron. the Iinier material., Its v lo I 't. i s

vi-v ar+-wr (2)

-. .aerial of' the outer part of the :Iiner surface forms a slug

t:c, travels with relatively, low velocity

11
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With the aid of the momentum theorem, we cart n.: tr"..- 2nr:r

mrass division between the jet, and -he zsug Letr m- e
unit length of the two collapsing' planeswih coame toehra

the -'Jtcn et t be the part of 'm going in-to t~he e r anz:

zthe part6 going 'In to t he, s1lug;" thus, ir m. + m he h or iz o n z

z'ompon~ent of' *the ýmomentum p r or to and after spli.ittin; ofm b et~e~

the jet and the sl'4,g must be. the saM~e; hence- we Ahave, I n Lhe m ovIng
coordinat e -system (F kg ure l14)

.hence

Thus, -he velociL~es and'cross sections of theje a~nd slug are

constant.

The conical."Liner case can be..tre'at'e'd in the 'same way. 1 icale Ver

in this case, 'the problem will. have an ax iLs o f s y r,-e ry rathe r than

a plane of symmetry and the material f rom the c-ollaosfr- li-ner w 111
.converge to the '4unction f rom all.-sides of this, axis. nr zh~s

case, the moving observerý can be selected j ust as f..n th'ne wedage ccý:se.

'However,* in order. for the entire process o, apea stat io n a rY t- .h s
observer, it is necessary 'that the .mass.,ber uni a I~ n~f t ,II
con Istant. This re-uireneit As satisfiedon!-'; ap,~z.7.-ey fr the
liner of constant thickness and is satisfied exactlv f""- a,!-er

whose thickness is inversely proportional t.o t-he di-stance fron the

ape~x.

In the case ofa plane detonation w_: taeln lonte

axis with the. constant. velocity U.d we can: compu.t~e V0 eactl fro M

the basic relation+

which follows fr oM. purely geomet-ric c on s i.der ations (2 . r



Subst-ituting the value orf' V'obtained from this relation~ I n,,

2)-(3)3, we obtain.

~ e.velocity increases as the angle -decreases, since,, irl th's

sao t he an g1e A ~lso decreas e s. In. the :plane detona.tion wa,.Ye casFe,
.h jet velocit-yapproaches the maxim'al value as a approaches'zero.

Fx*n (2').for d 0,: We. have, V= 2U, C., the jet velocity cannot

aŽeed twice the det-onation. wdte v'eLocity.

-:. he hypothetical ease of a conical wave front' traveling

n-)2Ponn1 cular to t-he surface. of' the.,conical liner.:so that; it strikes

te onti~re line.- s! i r fac e at the -same Instant, B a and we obtain

f it(2) and (3) t he simple formulas for th~e jet and. slug -veloci 4-es.

I Lhi s case, the jet velocity increases. Witlou- -tint. with
r e ?!c i cn of the cone. anqlie. However, as ,u t~ends to zerot,.the j et

&.dtie_ jet momentum

lcend' to zero.

.2hus, we have determined tI.heoretically the jet and slug,

Ve 10 i,cites C(2) -- (3) and (2) -(3111 and their masses (4i) for

bo0th conical and we-dge-shaped liners.

16



Comparison with Experiment and Further Remarks

The preceding theoretical arguments correspond roughly to
experiment with important exceptions. Flash radiographs show that
the angle 28 of the collapsing 'cone. iz greater than "he origina

cone angle and remains approximately constant throughout the co12apse

process, which is in complete agreement with ,he theory. Further,
the radiograph data and some other measure .:ents sho... that the speed
of the steel jet front and slug are close to the speeds p.:'-dicted

by (2) and (3); but. contrary to the theory pre.diciorns, the speed.
of. the rear or last-formed parts of the jet Is considerably- sower
than that of the front parts, Also contrary to the t or: "
tions, the 4et is emitted even after the liner has collap)sed

completely.

Since the angle 8 can be determined approximately by f--Iash

radiography, (a) can be checked experimentally if either the steel
Jet or- the slug can be recovered from the target after the exnlosion.

This can be done with both the Jet and the slug, but it. is. more

convenient and easier to deal with the slug.

During explosions of charges with wedge-shaped cavities an.-.
liners, slugs which survive the detonation and subsequentP co!l: pse
process are not formed; however, during exploslons of charges
with conical liners with apex angles of 600 and less, such slugs
are formed. If the charge is exploded in sawdust or water, these

slugs can be recovered from the target virtually undanaged. it has

been found that aý smaller: part of the conical shell mass than
predicted by the theory (see [4]) goes into the formation of these
slugs. This is not surprising, since even qualitative studies of
the slug show that the cone collapse process does not remain at all
times ideal as was assumed in deriving (4). If,,prior to loading

and firing, the charge conical liner is sectioned by a series of
planes parallel to the base, the jet from such a charge will be
formed normally and will have the usual performanace. Each section-
of the cone forms a corresponding portion of the slug. These por-
tions, recovered from the target in the form if individual pieces

17
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:InIJ fitted together, f'ormn the 'same slug as that formed rIn the, usual
4ay. By weighing each .part of t~he liner beforeadatefrig

we ~n det~er'mine What. fraction of the liner e:ters the slug -.A. what.
jir*enters Ithe Je t. It was found that,. for the parts of' %he .,.une

t o the apex, the di~stributlon of-mass between the jet ýind
,lie2;.ug agrees with (14) wtthin the experimental uncertainty .in

& *m Pri.g f roni the radiograms. The' percentage weightý- 1Oss
fo-..f - the. partfs of theý cone located near, the bas,:, Th~g

ef~. -cue, npart, -to incomplete cone collapse near the base crio
ce aki ng off of some metal, -and also to the. formati-on o!" an a tL r J e t
-'cm. t h eslug a fteri the' collapse proes-, io.complete. *The Jo'mt,.nation"

~eatrlet from the. slu Do7,1s also clear'ly' seen f rom the radio
dta

ft would oe 'interesti g to establlh why jet f orma tior n*;-cntinues
"or S xne t ime after completion, of the collapse p~rocess. It may b e

".7t th `iýPressure or the detonaion wave in the gaseous'c x.LŽposo
:f rc d u ct- concentrates near the slug andi quirts the afterj et out

ritlikP toothl.ýt isfrced ro.atb.Studies or slugs

Pec V epd. from t'-- ta rt have shown t-hat the T:!-et a 1 te-mperature near
the- s U 0 a X", 's C 7 0e .0 the, reltirng poinrt. The detcr~ation. -wave

ce S 5 " in which may. converge, on, the: newly, formed sluig undoubted.1y
c 1n c. ds with t~he uressure which, w.ou ld be created Iny *e 7plo sicn ,o f

* e am car'-wi huta !.er Imdiately a fter A hol1i ow charge-
* Thv t a liner has been exiploded, the compressed ga:ses strear~ Into
lnr: c;)v 1t y and corwe~rge. on t a a.x1iz, fo rm in g ca h, gh c:! :tc y' et.

t* f.:x e !tc t t~rcduced by such a charge Is shown in P P,; &-; 7.

..n ocrder-to .epai~n the observed -afe.-,e t. v eIoci ,t y u~½ z.r, his

.-chrne, It i's necessary thnat the secondary compression wave con-.
vergi nY, on the slug. c~reate a.h1.ghe-r pressure than that which, we would
-xr)e-t from the explnosion of a c'harge ,similar to that shown in

L~gu~re 2. Therefor~e, sonic o.th~er e p~nation. must be .found.

*S im i lar t o j et Tormati on behind -an ordinary spheZre dropped
tr), w,--t r[3.
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Another possible explana-_ion of afterJlt t'ormatl'e , that
it is pulled out from those parts of the orlgi:iz ,, ,
immediately adjacent to the slug throughout the en I Ie roa-
tion process. This ductile drawing proess carn be compared w.tn
filament formation from molten glass or ua-tz. exr.er%':.ents ( a; rid
out by Bridgman showed that most metals beco:-e ve:rv v:,stic under

the influence of high pressure. It may !e that the metn! dcz ,:,'t
lose this property for a few microzeconds after the n:ressure !z
released. If this latter mechanism Js correct, !t wculd accounti

for the velocity gradient existing in the Jet, s cele_'atlo;•
of the slug .material causes deceleration of Darts of the jet already
formed. The latter mechanism IF nore probable than the precedirog,
but it is po3ssble that both mechanisms play so me role.

The afterjet forms especially easily because the ?core of t,,,e

slug is heated almost to the melting point. This heatIng'may be
explained by the following crude approximate two-di mensi,nal theo1ry
of propagation of the heat caused by deformation of the. liner" tthe
time Involved In heat propagation is too sholrt for heat coriductlon

to be Important).

Let us again introduce the moving coordinate system of Flgure
14 and assume that the linear material deforms as a per-fect flu'l
[30). Let u and v be the .components of veloclty along the x ana y
axes, respectively, at the point with coordInates (.x, y). '.,a know
from classical hydrodynamlcs that the divergence and cur] ot' the
velocity vector are equal to zero, i.e., u and v satisfy tht Cauchy-

Riemiann conditlonws

Hence, the Inflnntesimal strain tensor [31) is described by the
matrix
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* :~. ~ez-.,.tjc roots may be wrltten aL;

)del~ -i ~-a

U u vis the conjugate complex veloc-1ty and z x + ;y

:r~ ~-.x P-Sition! vector, Henceteae o f st1 p;-1 1f I

:rf nits,:a flu 1d elerment Is proportionait

3 M-P imict Y let u s assume that tlie heat of def nriatlorn of
t:A _,z n e~t depend-ý only .)n It s to3alI strain

es n~~nie rf t t re o t' s~train. The i nt egr aI is. eva lula~ed
- oererit as -1.t trwavels through ;hc, r e gi3on near..the stagna-

T1 en

!,t::-e heat. geeaed by ea~ch of' the elements Is pro-portior.-1 1l to

!htI,.-,, ctaz h a t re ̀ e rreP, t unit Vo~u' isMCZ tVrO- -'t~.-~nZ

o n.*io of the logar i thm h. of or the logari th.'zr -r :h e l~ormpZx
J~~ t Since the logarithm of z ero i.:; nrf it-e, JL

--ar "i at t e elemeonts lear t~he axis of the *jtWhich pass
~2rt h#. st~agnal.ion, point**a be hosted infinit~ely stirongly.

~:1zl~y a hetmpraue fthe liner maiteri1.al approacher, fts
*l -r~pint, the pr~operties' 0 f the material approach :'iore anc,

C, ~;~Prop.1-1t es ~f thei ideal fluid. wIth, beg' iglbe. viscosvity.,
7-0 that: the heating Is reduced greatl ana rsl o hs

cri a .'ery simz 1l part (,-f t he -metal Is meted.
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Jet Penetration into Tar ,

The process of hollow charge jet peretcri•tlon into t-1. 2,
much like that of a high speed jet fron za fire ho,-e vric. e.xai• ,
bank of soft mud, Target material is sp",shed ,):u.- i: a-
high velocity from the impact, point. The diametezr c" h ,
produced is considerably greater than the Jet d( ,r and ,

directly related to this diameter. It depends, rather, on 'he ]et

energy per unit penetration depth (see r32], wh, rc ao I-t'-"Y

between the impact energy and the hole or ra-tev vnlu::i -1z
experimentally). As shown 1n Figures 3 - 5, the hole dI ar-rYercAr:

hard materials arp less than in soft, since mor work r wt be
expended in destruction of the hard material. in soft mater. i

like lead, large diameter holes are produced because tne mat.:K&".
spreads radially from the point of collision with the jet uLMtil It
ic stopped by elactic forces or viscous forces.

On the other hand, for most charges, the rate and depth of

penetration into the target are nearly independent -of thb targe*t
material strength. This arises from the fact that because of ih

high velocities, the shaped-charge jets create at the impact point
pressures which exceed markedly:.the yield point of -:est, materials.
To a first approximation, the strength andviscoslty of the tar'.e*

material can be neglected and we can solve the problem. -r!n the basis

of the laws of hyarodynamics.

Target Penetration by'Constant Velocity Jet

Consider a jet of constant length Z, velocltr V .... d density

p (Figure 15a) penetrating a semi-infinite tare,,, o density P

with the velocity U (see Figure 15b). We consider the case when U
remains constant.. The phenomenon simplifies if it is examined in a
c.oordinate system moving with. the velocity U (see Figure 15c). 7n

this coordinate sy.tem, the hole profile is fixed and the je%
travels to the right at the velocity. V -. U, i.whIle the zarizcý ,Lv- z

21
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Set density pj Velocity'Vj

•-* Penetration velocity

-U- up. Target density

Moving coordinates Stationary surface

Jetg elet veloc11'y.%,t ,Velocity

5igure 15. a- ideaized jet of length 1 with velocity Vj, derý:!ty

p., and cross section area A; b- idealizea jet penetrating target

rau..erial of density Pt wi h velocity U. Since the Jet is cont-hu-

-it spreads out as ilt reaches the target; c- steady state (b)
3,• coordlnate system traveling with penetration vw-locity U. In this
. ng coordinate-• .ysteem, the hole contour is fixed.

t he I ft at the velocity U. if the jet pressure is larger than

the st•'e•-.ths of t-e .jet and target naterials, the latter can be

treated as ideal fluids. The. pressure on the two sides of the jet

and tarZget contact surface must be the same. From the Bournelli

integral, wh.cn can be used since the phenomenon Is stationary in

t-e ccordinate system, we have selected

±F :U) %u 2. (6)

%-ý1v3c.ty U has b,,s3n measured for a large number of charges and

tar tet materials. When using charges of the type shw,.i In. Figure 2,

Tfne vel0ocity U in the steel target case was on the c,.uer of 2.7 105

m/'SC-:. In this *•ase. the jet pressure is (1/2)*-U.! = 0.5 Y 7.8
"0 2.3. ]c) dy".cs/cm' or more than a quartý-.". •itll'ln

;i.tmcspheres, which exceeds by far the yie'ld strengt! lf any, steel.

and hence, confirms the possibility of using the meth- is of hydro-

dy.namýcs.
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The mechanism of jet penetration into The target is illustrated
in Figure 14, which shows how the jet interacts with the target. If

it is assumed that the steady state is reached nearly instantaneously

and that the penetration stops as soon as the end of the jet reaches
the target,* the total penetration on the basis of (6) will be

P•'-• "; . - (7)

where I is the original jet length and tj is the penet, ration time.1

This indicetes that the depth of penetration into _ <assve targe.t

depends only on the length and density of the jet and the tar.et

density and not on the jet velocity. At first, this seems Sa,. :.

However, upon careful examination, we see that the jet penetrat...1.

velocity [see (6)] and the rate at which the jet is diýssu;•,ed are
proportional to Vj. Hence, we see that, the faster the jet t.av is,

the faster it is dissipated and thus the total penetr.atton depth .oes

not change as a function of the velocity VJ. Of course, this "nde-

pendence of the depth of penetration on the jet velocity can hold
only for velocities at which the pressure generated exceeds by far

the yield strength of the target material.**

We see from (7) that the peiietration depth of the jet from 0

given charge should be inversely proportional to the ouae root.. 01'

the target material density. This agrees very roughly in many
cases with experiment, but there are many exceptions for which this

rule must be modified.

*It is probable that, when the jet strikes a relatively soft
target, all the jet momentum is not expended and the hole in thcv
target will be made deeper as a result of the residual momentum.
We term this effect secondary penetration; it is not considered in
(7). This explains the fact that the hole depth is greater in a
massive lead target than in a massive steel target, even though lead
has the higher density.

**In the case of a jet formed from a conical liner;, a small,
amount of the liner material travels behind the jet so slowly that
it does not form a pres.,ure greater than the yield strength of armor
steel but sufficiently fast to exceed the yield strength of mild
steel. Thus, the process of penetration into mild steel lasts longer
than the process of penetration into armor steel. This phenomenon,



No. of shots

A.1

Ia

Standoff, cm

iig.rae 16. Curve of average penetration into mild steel- as a
funct!oi or standoff for standard charge.

c'- "vcrage peio-tration with average mean deviation; x- maxim1l and
":-,! l--al pe;,etrat ions.

This theor2 explains correctly a number of experimrental
ph*.nom..a, but a:. the same time, there are many expeiiments which
do riot correspond to this simple jet theory. With increas;e of
the dlztance between the charee and i.he target, the average pene-
ý.ration into a givern target at first Increases and then decreises
:.ee Figure 16; a charge of the type shown in Figure 2 was fired

n..• -nild steel target).

A number of tests have been conducted In which the massive
m4Id steel target was part of a ballistic pendulum, so that the

momentum of the jet could be measured simultaneously with the cene-
tratIo.. It produeea. These experiments showed that, while the

ever-age penetration depth varied greatly with stando'°", the aver-age
:n-omen.ur. was almost constant. This result agrees well with the

pre'-,nt theory, which Indicates that the penetration shoulJd be
-%-d-_enrdent of the jet velocity. Coiifirmatton Off this is fourid in

,,1-.ire 17, where the abscissa axis is the penetration depth arid

the nrdinate axis is the corresponding momentum for' the same stand-.
orf distance. The maximal momentum changes are less than the maximal

together wlth the secondary penetration phenomenon (see preceding
footnote) accounts for the fact that the total penetration depth
Into armor steel is less than Into mild steel, and that the perietra-
t-ov. depth Into mild steel Is less than into lead.
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penetration. -depth jha.gs ~t

therje is no(, c~o2 ;.;,

@91 ., . rnOrentUT, a'.! porentl-rat icn -~'at, ,-!z.
J. e Jt s h~a~ving the E r ge s :1ome!_ d

not. produce the deie s i e pe:; aao n z
V

fthe jet is bro'4en :-zP

_____________very small par c_½ h -nt Thy

Penetration depth, cannot In*l~ ~
ores suepr c ced b,,,1 h'1

Figure 17. Deflections of' be _;r ea t er t an t Ia; ie n cy21
ballistic pendulum versis eBeoui-' T1
penetrations into mild steelit~r
f'or standard chargge s at stand-, Is explained by; the c t h, the
offt 305 mm. ate edosct r: u,

Circles show data :ottained for v'schafic 3:t aTe
charges of one batcýh; crosses
show data obtained for charges continuous je 1 -hi.?he cont In lo-u s
of' another batch. These
charges were naae t'o~be jti aal 2spotn
identical and observations internal p r eszu r~ ~h .1 t h Ž o
before f'iring showed no vani- jti o.Ao's"~g
ations. The charges of' the
second batch gave nearly the' Is. creatted alonc, th
same average penetrations as
the first'Lalthoughi the average w 4 c ~ls:o e1~~
momentum of' their .2ets was a t tthe-point of. impact ½-;Lt
lower..tre oze?

the jet. The pressure gradient causes a grad~ient ofth

sign in the velocities within the jet f romt he %c-1 c i YJ t n
impact point to V. at the opposite end of the jet .4 tý

begins to travel uniformly, the. product" of the v eiocl tjy he jet

cross sect-ion area must. be the sa~e. for all otn"_ S: .

therefocre, the etcross sectton area In'rcreases -as 121 OZI 0to~ ý S

the target.

If' we asLSume that,.in the particle j et. ase, the r)ar-16cles'

regain their velocity and cross :section prior to ne 2 s zi. -mp czý
with the target., su~ch spreadfing will not take pae h rs

produced by a par-t-icle jet can be. calculated aptproxifirelv e v

dividing the total force required t o alter tile jetI :otnUM "iu~



Lii.pact by the area A ,." Jet contact with "he taLrget .z r

s giveen by tCe rate of change of the moneun ,A(Vn -m) 2 2a c_ 51-"

Ile average prescur:- on the contact surface i' p,(V -V )'.
J

n.'S pressure is equated to th.; rresur., f red in tle t get

Y .. e poI nt Impii8pa and E;yen by the .-P c .rn u 11 i'.. ente<::aI

,' ) L we obtain

.i 1-e7 r"s"' 6 %e f P

'S ,or, d~iZers from (.6 ) only by the factor :/"2. .

"re.iLrs (6a nd (8) can ?e combine d into oe

"h•" ";o~nSran,'t A is equa2 tu crne for a......~u ~t d

c e... c, onsua t Is eua c. e "o• -a ,co:Lr nuous je.; nd ••.

or a cart J.e Jet. e f the j et has an internediate structcrue, r ,
wi.. le wt- een one and two.

we can calculate the targe;. .nenetratlion .depth for a

Of either type

This ,orm,-a Is valid only for an 1dealized Jet whose proer e "s

re ! unchanr-ed In the Larget :eneatratlon process. The real Jet

behaves ruch.. more c cmp1exly1

Target Penetration by Variabbe Velocity Jet

Jets formed from a conical liner are not constant but cha.nge

;iýsthey travel. Forr these Jets, (10) nust be, mod fi"d. As ...... I .o

"eI,'!' - the Jet velocity= decreases %.-ontinually from f oont to re'ar

-. the Jet; hence, the Jet becomes longer... The Increasing: ,et
>:ngth leads to change Of other jet characteristics in the course

e time. Furthermore, at each given -noment of time, the Jet pro.,[er-

aies are not the same along its length and usually the Jets are n,.t
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completely formed at the moment of Jet contact w"•h .lh r-.

Thus, a question arises: can the target.ir'u~r~c,• thv- J!t in the

sense of changlnq Its charactertntlca during Jet Jeort tlo:?

Such influence of the .target on Jet formation canr.ot take •lace-

if the speed of sound in the Jet mater.1al is so lcw that . preosuri

pulse produced by the target cannot travel back to tho vlcinity of-

the stagnation point (Figure 12). This ccnditicr, is usually

realized, even at low standoffs, since the vel.citlies of ;, froonr

part of the jet are higher-and the velocitles of the rear part of

the jet are, In turn, only slightly lower than the supe,. of sound tn

the Jet material.. With charges of the type shown in Figure 2, t"

steel target will, not have any influence on jet formation if th1

standoff distance is not Aless. than 12.7 mm. This makes it possibli.

to separate the process of Jet penetration into the target fro.- the.

jet formation process.

To calculateJet penetration into a target, we need to know

the physical characteristics at all points of the jet at eve:y.

instant of time. The exact characteristics are undoubtedly very

complex. However, In calculating-jet penetration into a target,

we need know only the average density p and degree of dispers"....
,characterized by the quantity A, of that part of the jet which

strikes the target at a given instant of time. The average density

p, is equal to the mass of an elementary volume of the Jet divided

by the volume. We shall consider that, for a continuous Jet, it is

equal to the density of the liner material and less than the value

for the particle .jet. The quantity A can be considered a f'unct1or.

of pj, although it also 'depends in part on the size of -he particles

into which the Jet is.broken. We assume that the A and p. for

that part of the jet from a given charge zhich strikes the target

at a given instant of time are independent of tims. and depend•onlý

on the distance from the base of the original cone to thet aroct

point at which the jet impacts.
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IJu:3.3 urý r ~ ar m d only S f ~ra, ii j' 1 ." ,k ,

C~ P1 ably dust as Valid as any other simple23~.:lpt~I

w~i:: o~dbe rrade. I we n eg'l1e t th s 11,h o:pi;:t -Y
'* iner'!aia.. heal pam o't!.:, j et C, f a I.v~ V j2~' i

wj t le s, a L4 ati n pe ',:it (Figure 11) witri thie same d Pr is; T

~.e iet, bec-aLuSe ofl- the large velocity gradlerit, breaKs up ~t

:'rtcsit is pc~ssible tha"t th to parti of h etb.

uil. fixot anid *:near part la.,;ex' and ýthus the ent.Ire '(:my

k a, -I~e same point-of space. Th e chfange 0'. Jet est.

g: pa ce bec a use of lts break-up as a consequence Oi f~'Cit~

t. zr a~~ct rin t and other causes' probably depends ,.,,cr e .:n

tl:! sarnce. t?,aveled, by the gi-vezn section of the. jet a f te r is

on~. h:Li con r -ositir in'Ic the jet .or the time z ince t A e
es z-arted.

it shoul be otleci t-hat, while, thIIe theory c; j.'ci! (7,

Ioia n 1ic a I liner 'of un f orlm thickness indi cates5 hat te ri mas3 s

IT lený.th I ri re-ar palW.r o~f each et should be rr'ea7ex. ta in

e- f -n t. o t h e j e?- t ere is no. re aso to bel~ieve t;Ii a,; t e n-

s I J.s n these* ;;arts of the jet* will býý different. The jtcros:3

seton p obably- de o.ea ses along its .length 1,r om thfe rear, toward,

ha?. w~n> iL #I2 not ifl theLI .Ud-)thIc f.- et pe n,;-t rat Ior~
h,- tagbtS~~~afc h lre-er- of the niole ::cJ

L-der these a-z-ampt bris, since depends oil P;, th- (anid,

!- i'et~ i) or. t h e part of" the Jt from a gieLhre~ ikr.1

:.nje t-ap:,e t, will depend cri the, di ataic e s of t-he tar*S--: fo~ a -he

_.S.-Df" 7 1 origina. cone, but w1111 not depend on+;

We have the, formula A for t~he pener~raticn depth

wýr e rEhe i ntra t e 1 eVaiuo,ýedi In the 'imimt.,; P-r.on bc-, lnin'. .o

p,.znetra1` o! to the c-nd of W et penetration Liito the tar S, e t S.ut

(-A - )dt, hr dil is tejet el?rnent str'iking th tar get,

iethe element *whi ch, +dur ng thp time dt, wil 1e t! car.-ied by th P
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Jet through the boundary of the target. Hence, neglecting transient

unsteady effects like those mentioned in footnote preceding (7),

we obtain

where the integral Is taken over the entire length of the Jet as it

strikes the target. Assuming that (9) holds approximatelr for the

variable Jet, we can rewrite (11) as follows

t

or, if the target has. constant density,

The integral In (13) depends primarily on the Jet characteristlcs,

so that the penetration depth of variable Jets from similar charges

into different targets should be inversely proportional to the

square root of the target density; this is valid for constant jets

as well. However, we see from (13) that the penetration of a vari-

able Jet into a given target will depend on the standoff, while the

penetration of the constant Jet is Independent of this distance.

Let s be the distance between the base of the original cone

and the target surface. Since the Jet lengthens as it travels, the

integral in (13) depends for a given jet on s. Exact calculation

of this dependence is very complex and is hardly Justified consider-

ing the uncertainty of the original assumptions. However,-an

excellent idea of this dependence can be obtained by use of some

approximations.

We write (13) in the form

P-
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Where 7 is the average value o f d~*(uring penetr~t '~un. ThL;

*.1ý.antity lies scriewherp between the va,-lues of Q.Y. at M.~oe výinrs.rz,;

-rndlend of' penetration. According to the aesurmptioni that A and o

:'r,.r ar given charge depend 'on. s but not on time, depends primr'a~ly

~; s~The intogi'al fdZ also depends primarily on s. 11f the 4--t

u cnstarlt length, M1l yields thea Jet' length, since Integratiorn

ismade over all the jet el emen ts striking the target. For~ jetfs of

vcr~iable length, fd Z yields the effect v e length, since it ~the
The lengths of lltoe jet elements which penetratc: the

T.et. Te e f f e,:t ive l e n glh di=tdepends primarily on s.

1ý. aT. ion (13) is r~wr~itten as ftillows

tt

i: z.n obtain -the. approximate dependence off u on -s f rom:(14).

We ashall1 consideX- threEo cas~es, each, of which ipay be encountered

at. some stage of penetration' of a part-icular -jet'Into a, targeL.

Case -1. Th! 16 nctal jet, Is drawn. out: plastically. and 'beeori~es

narrower. Th etdnitly pO. does not Change.jetdn and. since. A Is-

ý;cnstaznt .fo r a continuous jet and equal t o Onle, Pincreases in

proportion. to ZA

*.,h quantities J and, fdV1 depend weakly :on the 'target. deis ity

p4, since, although penetration int,;o targets with different densltle&ý
c ý.ohar~ge ,he average. value of k,4 as we].l as t he value or- fdi
thiLs c,,hange is, so, slight ý.th"-t it may b e neglected'.

Y*iphe process c f duc~tJle drawing of the jet due. t: L he
ve~loci'ty gradient. in, it was firs~t suggested because t-he increas3e
I.- ceniotration oroportiOi-aal to for particle lets (as it) 0ai~e

i~~d-not appear to be- rapid enough to account for the experimrner.ta
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Case 2. The jet is'in the process of changing fror t-,he first

to the second type. It has broken up into particles but the par-

ticles are still so close together that the impact of the Jet on

the target is nearly the same as ,in the continuous Jet case. The

value of X lies between one and two, but approaches two in an

unknown manner as the Jet lengthens. Thus A increases with

standoff and pi decreases. The average value of PP , denoted uy

3, varies, depending on the rate of increase of A and decrea.se of

p If X increases at the same rate as pj decreases, thenr7

remains constant; if A increases at a higher rate than P. decr~eass,

then 3 increases and, finally, if A increases at. a lower rat than.

pj decreases, then 3 decreases.' Some experiments, suggest that

first increases slightly and then decreases with increasing standoff.

Probably the penetration produced is much the same as that of (Case

1, when 3 is constant and the penetration is prcportional.to *.

Case 3. The Jet consists of finely divided u~rtlces wi~I

unchanging cross section. The factor A is constant an. , to

two. Since the decrease in' j Js caused by ,,: 1-... n' . .

due to its velocity gradient, the average itu .... of o. snould be
inversely proportional to I, and 3 shouldbe inverselyA t .

to P . Thus, from (14), the quantity P will be proportional 0o
OPS), (see preceding footnote). The penetration depth will 'rease

more slowly with increase of the standoff than in Cases 1 and 2.

The nature of the Jet from the conical liner depends on the

physical properties ofethe cone material and on the temperature and

pressure in the Jet. Probably all metallic jets pass through each

'of these three stages, starting out as continuous jets but, sooner

or later, breaking up into particles. Under-these conditions, jets

of less ductile metal break up into particles sooner than jets of

more ductile metal. Thus, charges with liners of a more ductile

metal such as aluminum or copper penetrate the target more deeply

than charges with' liners of less ductile metal.' In each case, the
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S... .ratir g .hilLity increases with Increase of the $tfrJi" ' ,..,,;,

rapdlv. at first during stretching of the jet, and then zlow,.2: .,,

the jet has brol-ken up into particles. It m.:ght. seem that t..

._ --r:. rtg nower" of the jets should-increase IndefinIt, :.y. h,.i -

h~s et•'r~ally is not so, because:

A.. . . p e the jets are never perfectly

I-.Pey- c.d AAo spread and their. effective density. decreases tna -je

pnr.et rating abt ,_ity decreases.

2. The density reduction caused by lengthening and sprc.'ading

• -;aily -educes .the pressure of the jet on the target until the

". "et strength can no longer be neglected and the simplified
.he:rj eccmes .:Fvaiid.

3. The partinle scatter upon breakup of the jet .Is si, g ont

t.i.t the air resistance for each individual particle becomes an

*.rta.- factor.r

All this reduces the penetrating power with increase of the

stanof f. Thus, the penetrating ability of a jet formed from a

rýonia•i liner initially increases at lw standoff" because the

:et flrst stretches and then breaks down into particles, and then

the penetrating abl!Ity decreases with increasing standoff, because

-.f Ahe reduction in jet density resulting from its spreading.. If

,- , the dependence of P on the distance s,. the curve rises t,

ri :anum at thi, optrfinal standoff and then falls off.' -,n as

ht.n F-. P'igure 16. We note that, altihough the indivv]dual points,

;, co-nsiderable scatter, the average penetration d;epth .urve is

.!7, - ;rooth. The large poInt scatter for most carxFes is associit-ed

;" K ±mperIect- alignment.

*At distances of. 1, or 15 diameters from the.base of the cone,
1r;b• air ,an be treated approximately like any other target having
tYO density of air. The front of the jet creates a very i4..:tense.
z7,-.:ck wave with an evacuated space behind it, which reduces the
-:---.r resistance on the rest of the particles to a negligibly small

,• z. t y
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Theory of Jet Penetration into Target

In the variable jet case, an a prp .na te re.Ion fore ve:r-

mining the penetration depth as a function of s can t)- t' tai n e2

"i'ror (14). It is necessary to negect any c.hang*(,s 1nve1ilT:,

by the internal forces actin o'n each of the Jet :a e ...he

time interval frcm jet formation to particle Impact cr the

The effe-tivje Jet length ! increasts llxearly h in":e4se ,s-"

s, since it is known that the velocity gradient along the e

approximately constant. The ratio of the effectIve length at.

standoff s to the length at s 0 will. be rcoughly

I +Ia.

where k, is a constant depending on the velocity gradient.

For particle jets, the effective jet density p depends or!

Its effective length I and effective cross section area. The

effective cross section area •f the jet Increases with standcdofif

s because of spreading. If large forces do not act on the jet

particles, they will travel in a straight llne and the radial

spreading will depend linearly on s. If the radial spreadrIn Is

symmetric about the axis, the ratio of the effective je. rai ud a-

standoff s to the jet radius at s - 0 is roughly

where k 2 is a constant determining the spreading rate. The ratio

of the effective cross section area at standoff s to that at s = !,

if the spreading is symmetric, will be

*This simplification is not serious because the forces ac'ing
on the jet particles in this period are relatively sm.al l. The
internal forces acting during the ductile drawing process chanre
the velocities somewhat, but not enough to seriously affect the
rate at which the length of the jet changes, which is what we are
interested in.
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'he spreading is somewhat asymrietr., this relation oi o z

Aithough In our- study the actual Jet density for the cr;tinu',us
-constant (ase 1), the effective density may decrer o ;.'h

-; rease o" standoff s b eause of wave-r' caused by faulty . I: -,r[

-' ao of 11-al1able. data c,n je*. waver, , .emay assume thaý. tbhe

".U,',w ,•ez"w•.er through the sam-e solid argle as the -art I.c

e ,;oread Tha ratio of the effective Jet density duie to sp CtI nr:.

.1r 'er. at, zt.andoi f-.. s to that at s , 0 is roughly

:'he r.~;t.eatlr, of these Jets can now h-e calculated approxiri;'tely

"a ( .. .ises I a 2, e have

"P (15)

,-P•e i Is th*- penetration at- s. 0. For particle jets (case 3),

]'O •h ich A 2, the peeretration is roughly

P- (16)

i .... c ?!~~ the value W' P obta"ned from (15) for s 3 s the

f tance at hi ch tl-'.. Jet breaks.into particles). Gei-ealy,. ea C..

--..st -•as s'ain succession, through the stages descrithed by Cases 1,

2. , 3.

Cirves of oenetration ,ersus standoff can hb'e p....te( r-, ng

ji) and (16) with 4he values cf x1 , k 2 , and si I(Iterm 4 ed from

ct-er exper-I-ments. However, these curves cannot be plotted Cn týh

bo6ss of (16) alone. At low standoff, the experimental pene:•ration

.nrn-rease; -•.tr standoff so rap.dly that It is necessary. to onstulate

,Iuctiie drawing of the Jet to evplain t'is phenomenon.
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Experimental Studies of Relations for Determining Velocity

Equation (9) indicates that the pene-Lration velocity U depends

only on the target material density pt and does not depend on all

the other target properties. Sinne (9) was obtained for a steady-

state process like that shown in Figure 15c, It cannot be stri.;tly

true for variable jets. However, from it we can obtain the.

approximate average values of V and U, if we measure the velocity

over short segments on which the jet properties vary only slightly

during the entire process. In comparing the results with diffeerent

targets, we must locate the targets at the same distance from stan-

dard charges so that, as nearly as possible, the average density of

the penetrating 'et will be the same for each target.

Many studies have been made with targets In the form of plates

51 mm thick of different materials, using standard charges with

conical steel liner (cone base diameter 41.5 mm, apex angle 45',

liner thickness 0.9 mm) and standoff 152 mm. A high speed rotating

drum camera was used to record the speed just before and just after

target penetration (Vib and Vja, respectively) and the time required

for penetration. The average jet penetration veloclzy U during the

perforation time is

Relation (9) can be written as

-7--

or

(37)

where " depends only on the jet density for a given liner

material.
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__ _. ... I if The ratio

of the average velocity is cz:,iceieJ

Id a function of /7, where p, is the

- 64 0 • target density, then (17) i1 reirre-

41 W sented by a straight line (6ee
Ct Figure 1b). The scatter of the

Figure 18. Ratio of average individual points in the figure
Jet velocity to avartage pene- is quite large, but the points
.ration velocity in targets of (circles) corresponding to th1

various materials for standard
c~harges. averages for each of the targvts

Crosses show results of indi- lie fairly close to a at.r.:ight
v,<idua..m te :ts; cfrcles are*veruaed teuts; frcles aea line, whico as would be expect,,qveraged "• esults for e~a h
maiterial. from (17);, passes through the

point (0, 1).

The scatter of the individual points is due to the variation

of the jet density caused by variation rf -he spreading or rate of

elongation of the jet. The jet spreading variations are known to
rolay the primary role.. At a distance of 15 - 20 cm frord the base
o-f the cone, we can find the average value of 1% (reciprocal of

the square of the slope) from the slope of the straight line in
?±gure 17. "Ph e average.. maximal, and minimal values of .p from

7iguve 17 are, respectively, 3.0, 9.0, and 1.4 g/cm"n. if X is

neat 2 in each case, thie j" •t dernsity is equal to. 1.5, -it5, and

0.7 g/cr'U, Pespectively. These density values should be compared

with the density of steel, equal to 7.8 g/cm3 . The value 4.5 gicmr

ýs clcsest to the density of steel and it is likely that thi:.: Jet

acted like a coritinuous jet with X less than 2. in this case,

the actual density is greater than 4,5: 9/cm3 .

An interesting effect was ncted in some earlier measurements"

of jet velocities from charges of nearly identical shape before

!And after they perforated a given target plate, When the target.

w-s located near the charge, the jet velocity after verforatlr.n
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was less than when the charge was located at a greater distance

from the target. For charges of the type shown in Figure 2 but with

an aluminum liner, the velocity after perforating a mild steel plate

51 mm thick at 152 mm standoff was only 4600 m/sec, whereas in the

same experiment with standoff 458 mm, the velocity was 6300 m/sec.

At 762 mm standoff, the velocity again falls to 6000 m/sec.

This rise and fall of the jet velocity after perforating a

given plate may seem surprising at first, although such behavior

of the velocity should be expected on the basis of the discussion

above. The velocity is measured at the front of the jet. The"

target shortens the jet by removing the faster particles from its

front. At exit from the plate, the jet consists of slower moving

particles and the observed velocity is slower. The reduction of

the observed jet velocity after plate perforation depends on the

amount of material which the target removes from the front of the

jet. The more jet material removed by the target, the greater is

the reduction in the observed velocity. At both large and small

standoffs, Jet penetration into the target is inefficient, since

the major part of its mass is removed by the target, whereas at

optimal standoff, the jet penetration is most efficient; in this

case, the smallest amount of material is removed, Since the velocity

gradient is nearly constant along the length of the jet, t'he amount

of Jet material removed is roughly equal to

where AV is 'the observed velocity reduction and O--An~,- is the

difference between the velocities of the front: and rear parts of

the Jet.

The fraction of ,the Jet removed by the target at a given stand-

off is approximately equal to b/P, where b is the plate thickness

and P is the depth to which a jet of the same charge located at the

same distance would penetrate a massive target of the same material

as the plate. Roughly then,
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I~e, ;e et velocity reduction caused by .ý.nflucnce o h rr~

plate is inversely proportional to the jet penetration, depth it

a massive target made from the same material and located at. The samre

,distance from the charge as the plate.. Thus, the distanc-E at- whlic.¾11

i. t. small"est should equal the optimal chresandoff.. As

lz-ent~ioned above, this has been observed for charges with conical

alumirum liner. For charges with other liners, the situation i.s

not so clear, possibly because of inaccpracy of. the observations.

Kerr Cell Photozraphy of High Speed Phenomena

Th--e metal Jets formed from shaped charge liners [D] prcpagate

with velo -.it ie exceeding 7000 rn/sec. Since the Jets are.7 ,-eqss

luiu;nous than the accompanying explosion,. their photography L

visible light is very difficult,~ For this reason., many atternpt~s

tphotograph shaped charge jet travel have been urnsuccessful.

The first satisfactory photographs w~ere obtained in 19149 (see

F'igure 9) using flash radiography. Visible light silhouette

photlog~raphs have been: obtained by synchronizing, a high intensity

li1ght source (electrical. discharge yielding a brighitness of 3-

59 * 10" candlep-ower) and a Kerr cell shutter with the phenomenon

undar study. To obtain the details of the fast moving ijet at an:

-object-to-le~ns distance of 90 -180 cm, the exposure time irustL

be one microsecond-or less. Since it is necessary to use, s:'ecial

very high sensitivi.ty, i.e., large-grain, film, the ne:gative mais't

De-quite large to preserve the Jet propagation detalin. This is

accompulishecd by using a special. lens with focal lertl- ;Y7 78 mm

and aperture f/2.5. The aperture is reduced slightly by the Kerr

cell) and the image is obtainod at an effective apertur ffk

Figure 1-9 shows ischematic of the experimental setup. Th~e

charge.1 s explode~d In a special chamber separated f~roir the obser-

vation room by a heavy reinforced concrete-wall. Portholes

protect-ed by special bulletproof glass are provided in the bomb-

proof chamber walls In order to photograph the phenomena'accompanying,

the exD10Sloz6n. The silhouette of the phenomenon is imaged on a
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Observation room

Porthole Light source
Diffusing screen

Phenomenon

... * Plaoid
Pollaroid

Bobpoo chambe

F~igur'e 19. Schematic of' exper'iment~al seltup for Kerr ct,.li Ip I"gah,;

diffusing screen baCklighted. by the elIe clt-ric alI d sc-1 S . Th) aI
cell camera with crossed' paodstnsmits ligh t ornly d ur 1ng

the one microsecond Interval whe a 25 VW PuI Se IS applie I o I t

electrodes.

Jets Traveling in Air

.Attempts to photograph the high* speed Jets in-visible' light

led to failure; the jets were not visible on tho photos. .Ih

picture Is shown in Figure,20. Only a small portion of th1-e,1 ~t I s

vis~ible in the upper part of' the pictur'e; the remaining jet is nr

"seen because of the dark backgrou nd. Nor were rniage, of Zhejt

obtained on other photos until the light source was mad e ~obr IlII la

that the dark region surrounding-the. jet disappeared arid t -e, e xp osr

was so short that it Was possible to- s top t he 1,o t Ion.

If the dark region at the tip of' the jet If: magnified. --evorax

fold,, we can see that it consists of a large-nuimber of' small

particles traveling at high Sneed parallel to the Jet and. vaporiz.Ing,

continuously because o f the'lr rapid motion through thfe air'. To

verify this conclusion, p hotoS were taker of Jets p a.ssI.n g t-hrotlgh

an evacuated glass tube in which tuie pressure. waaI 2e.: t-, In 1.n

mm Hg. In this case, the dark region Is not seen at *.ll, t *

particl1es are too smal~l to be visible in the ph-'DotQ.Larid I') e unlet~al

vapor Is not formed in the! -.bse-ýnce of al r. Fju' 0~-w

picture of a jet formed f rom a coppor koeri.' IIth. fla31 apex. (in
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F" sure ?1 ei- 01, h71 cw charge F i gu' 1. re1 evi

with Copper' conet I e with fl1.at charge w Ith e'' .s

apex. We see only a small. part. w 1th ýtru 1: cn Ica a, - x T h~

of the let, the e sIt of the Jt region sur iolot -. r),- -1 e

is surrounded hv. a dark, region iIure 20.1.sl nlY a rniiar>y

consisting o' ,ar'ticles vaporized

by rapid mo-cnof WJe

T'"h~rough the air. Inass Prc'dUotNf Lt1 it~iu t.

t o produce c o ni c a, 1 iin er s with -a.

truly conical. no~ntei ap ex. Hlowever', the 1 a ,.V of' a. pointeCi ~p e

is primarily rest os21bl.C for the appeairance. of the &geLc

seen in Figure 210.) When testing a charge with. trl 1.", --a I , ra -

liner,, mac&-.ned on a -la the, b e ht~'~ hw in u~' ur-

was. obtained. 11n 4-X ~Icture,hi nearlyý all t~he ve 1~'isb, rx

a small part In the 41cinity of* the f ront.. i s o b u r. d by. t he

incandescent metallic, cloud formea by t he rp. I'[d nK;tB::f1l r o f 1-he, j&*

through the -air.

Figuries 22 and 23 hwpcue (Prior t6 arid a-fter ~ph

of j et formfationl fromr± two hollow l ine~d charges ecn'e jriti&-
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Figure 27, Cyli ndrIcal pentolite
. charge detonated simultaneously

from bLah ends.
Figure 26. Damage ccased in
mild steel plate by pentolite
charges standing on the plate; two explosive :;:•c•; "' gioro's is
detonation was shown inFig ur 25 .located within 1h bw n ers c t-
Figure 25.

ing con--s and b oi•'ho

ring is visIsle.

Photographs of Shock Wave and Cracking in Target Material

HiLghaspeed Kerr cell photography was used to study shock wave

propagation and fracturing obtained in targets of various materials.

The shock wave formed from explosion in water of a long primacord

charge is shown in Figureý28. We see the slowly propagating dark

central region occupied by the explosive products. Due to the

presence of the air-water interface, the shock wave has definte.

curvature. From such photographs, we find that the shock wave

propagation velocity in water ranges from 2200 m/sec near the

primacord charge to 1700 m/sec some distance away from it. At

still greater distance from the charge, the shock wave velocity

probably approaches the velocity of sound in water (1150 m/sec).

A similar picture of a pentolite charge detonated under water (not

shown) indicates that the initial shock wave velocity from the

detonation of such a charge is 3200 m/sec.

It is interesting to study the phenomena occurring in

transparent bodies from high speed jet propagation in them. For

this purpose, 152.4 x 152.4 x 31.8 mm plexiglas blocks were used.
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.Figure 2 S5. drdra;rcetona-
tion, of' prirnacord hr..
Deto-:natior! wayve --).t-.agatr- s Figure 2 9 L)i.; to r ia t-o I f i s ma-
downward wit-h V,ýlocity rC420 pentolif- car.eo4:o: r4

wave,.ref-Lectcd wam;ý .' rid
Fgu re 209 shc---s a nic-'.ure of shatter(ed dirk r eicg'

sush a p'lxinja-z block after

detonation of a cylind~rical'pentolite charge or, 1. ts zu f *a. r he

cylindrical 'oharge was placed 't~o the: rig'ht o,,f the c~enter' n t he
152.4~ x 321.83 ~mn surface so that, Inadditlon tn the ori1',inai.

cowcpr~lssýicn' wave, we see the expansion viav e r e I e- de f roa Tihe

righthand -face.. we also sees, In the picture., .th.ý- :irAa -. 1a1 fLr act-urini.

at the inst~ant of' detonation.

Since the detonation wave velocity for MnCZ ~t * 1' 1K~e i31

well known, we can determine the, shock. wave neio,:> CsspIn trmspsrorto.

bodles by pl'acing, the charge on the. body, surfac'. i- a ef n'inte

Cashlcan-and measuring the angle between the sur f.a.,e in a the shock

wave. Figure YG shows the shock. wave .produced by d e Lona.ti on ~r. a

pentolite charge lying orn the upper face of a plex~iclas block.-' The

ý--hcck wave velocity va~ries fromn 34100 to 2~400 TT/scc. TPhe ?.Q'r Ishock

*wave velocity limit agrees with, the value, c2 the speed -,.)rf.

*.Protzinan, T. E.J. App I Phy s.. :Vol. 20,? .1949, p'. 627.



Figure. 30. De•.ona01,V of Figure 31. Metal *Ie .penetratig
cylindrical pentolite charge 12.7 mm thick "-I-2 pate. NO'teI , 1 *1 a te,-r te
lying on upper su:rface of plexi- intonse spa].Th,,o, the lower
glas slb. 1 surface of the plate.

The next six figures-show pictures of metal jet >enet.v.-tion

into various rmaterials. In Figure 31, the tar.get is a .2.7, mm

thick steel plate.

At the too of the picture we see the region occupied by the

explosive products; this region is moving downward, together witt*h

the rear part of the jet. Near the steel plate in the vicinity

of the point where. thje jet strikes the target, we see another

cloud formed from the fine particles coming from the target

material. The pear shaped cloud located under the p late consists

of a large number of particles spalled from the steel plate and

has quite high density; this cloud obscures the tip of the jet

emerging from the steel plate through the hole formed in the plate.

Figure 32 shows a jet penetrating a glasstank filled with

water. The jet velocity in the water, in this case, is about

5000 m/sec. Since the shock wave forms an angle of 300 with the

jet, its velocitY is close to 2500 m/sec, i.e., 1.7t•imes the

speed of sound in water. The jet contour is not visible in the

picture, since the liquid near the jet is obvious!,y very turbulent.
I Reproduced from45 1 best available COly.



water; 1,~ Jelt z:orituur c'-nriot b e p Ie x Ig 11'0
seen since 11? iiqnd near tL1h e
,et Is e xtzrivle ,Yt ~u-l'u'lent..

Figur-e 3? hows1 a jet penetrat ing'.a 15c) x, Y)? .x 8. :ir

plexigla b~oc~: Th~ _)ton above t he tp~ 1ej<ismau~

becauiSe i!.hf- shock 'wave has reached trtie I1ow,,,r s,-,irfe.~ oil t I Ax 1-

glas and tr-_e resu.1-ir;- reflect-ed wave a S 3h at t 1"CA th e plexi glas
,in this regi, on. Tne pict.ure indicates that t he stron cornpressiorn
wave does not. shatlter th:ý plexiglas.

F~iguz'e 34: s1--)wz s a P ic tu e" of' sequer)Iti:o jet p111rze*,t-,va+on Cf'

pl exigla:ý-. and glas:13 plates 3.8 mm thick, se..' i y]. mmn.

In the plexiiglas plIat.e,. we see a ref le.et'ed :'r~~onwV

propagating upward f romr the: lo-wer surface arnd c o np I% cat .ng f;sornewthar1.

the cracking pattern. WIthin the glass, the Jet -1, s rori(ed by

a transparent zreglon, whllch it clearly bounded' b~y &u a.k.- k1 nre. T h -
dark line carnot be .- i -Shock wave, since a shock Via Ve h ýjs "I c oil!Cal
.rathber' than Cyl Ini~rlcal form. It seems' probeb:I..I that, i n tIni s

region, It~he gssha i,;eited unders the 'action of', th r ') 1igh pressure~

producod-6 by the *t1!j o f the.jet. It follows 1'ronA. the enrIe rgy orn.ie.- T

vation law 'that th-ic glass in this region shOul d b e hat~ to



mnp e r.air~ e~I~0 15000 . fI ths i <'>i

tIhe dar: ar x!rnci Te j tIs the bound~ryq, 602. 1~a:

en' .. rg :zass ac ~ I~ rt

220. Yh n~ t he solid ?n 10t f

c-,- de:;.-- " ~c ttur~ bezgn z at '-he lorier surt`af;c .,

the pci*n-: hr e -, 2 -t en e rs t'he target,

wave has a,--!-,e.J t. he I ov;r surface' and f~e;r~1A -

Thi-s Dhoto Ihw e;F.r 1 y tht, wen the -let .7 ~ r -: ~

hard r a e:'Ia 1.11 -lass at a I a ic -11g la n z 1e,

deflected. T he *xpr. i~a, 'also s h o'i. -ha 4

wh en it' enters. a t.ar,-et ol evertn~ 'L, a rdces s st-e' a!"

- : g-ur'e 36 shoc.;;s a n ic ur~s D n. !_-' Sc V r-',- -'' -t

steel taxrclets the t. a- r .- t :Ip -
to~ t he ;e i z-d- 0 n

I.4.



* n.Sh:.;,ed. Cnt ~ �, i tY .Q al 'Ine..

w :'le the i ! theory entec

"" i.Photograph of meetl above ,,.: ilto accourýnv he
. .3.?forat:. i

1 nn T.. -''• •r.•t t-,• he ex"' er- a• A ,+ t] E leri,, h ... .. t•.h. 3e;-'.. .. ;

:a 45 angle wi t' t

,u.t:.et. The slu,• (on. thQ d isco1,rO velocity gra ad ent n tkn.
r" e ... ra es re 3t, i vel

.++i traves rel i1 slowly the lenigth of the no'
_no par-. eiipate i j

• I- zvf.,etr~ation, peri t satisf&actory explatior o.'

the reason for the occurrence, of
._i f.r,+,zt. -The ,)ets formed from the shaped cavity liner an,_re

,nf'e a:. ]nge .rh. predicted by theory and cont'ain far .,'no.re

S"a'- that. can be pre<.cted on the basis of thre steady-*state

-t.1o+yir,. theory F)r,ýsented above. While the *U•,+,'vior of the

:-ort povl'tion's of t h,-', j•;t agrees qite we~lI with the theor,, the

.,:..... o," the rear portions does not. Flash rdiographs of the

i-;t sage of jet formation confirmed the predictions of hydro-

2; b . hor•,. The pictures of the late. stages sho w a jet

.rn+gir,* fror trie end of the slug after the collaps*e process is

%:'A+t . 'i".:ý .ave rise to the postalate that the formation
Sh- fr'nt !art of the j:t follows the steady-state T heo•r•y whIle

*-ear trts o* 'he Jet, teriaed .he wlafterJet, are forrred in an
-, "'r•l different way, possibly an extrusiok. or drawing from he.

Aei.d d-'-r'.ng collapse. The existence of the afterje:. can

:pl=in ;Atdy deep hole is obtained when detona i- the, c am.e at a

,d,. .t., 'e .ow the targett If Jet formation takes place

!:-.', i;• accordance with steady-state theory, the .oenetration depth

will hý independent of the standoff and for a conical steel liner,

, .enetrating a zte.-eI target the jet length will be equal ½ Tha',

ct' tiiv cone Iererator. In reality, the penetration depth exceeds

1-c generator length by two to four t i mes.

`,'he present version of t his theoryy visualizes the who o I ,,t.

"ns i>_r;,ed ,y one single continuous process. This jet fcrmation
p:.,oee~s Is "very similar to that postulated prev7ously for ::he .tor-

-:-!o of the front part of the jet. The fo'rnmtior process of tho

AAgo-



jet as a whole can be explained by adding one new assurnption to

the steady-state theory. According to this assumption, the

velocities with which the various cone liner elements collapse

depend on the original position of the element on the surface of'
the cone. The collapse velocities decrease continuously from the

apex to the base.* The velocities decrease very slowly near the

apex but considerably faster near the base. This is expected,

since there is less explosive near the base than near the apex

and more liner material.

"The decreasing liner element collapse velocity as the liner

is swept by the detonation wave is the reason for the remarkable

effect of greatly increasing Jet length and increase of the met~al

mass entering the jet.

Qualitative ideas resulting from the fact of variability of

the collapse velocities can be obtained on the basis of Figure 37,

if we recall that the jet velocity and mass of liner metal going

into the jet depend on the angle a between the collapsing liner arld

the cone axis. With increase of a, the jet.velocity decreasesbut

the mass of metal entering the jet increases. We see from Figure

37 that, in the case of decreasing collapse velocities, the anc.1e E

is larger than in the constant velocity case.** While the detonation

wave travels the distance PQ, the liner element travels from P to J

(see Figure 38). The element originally at P' begins to collapse

later and with lower Velocity; therefore, during this same time, it

only reaches M. In the constant collapse velocity case, it would

have reached N at this time. Thus, in the case of constant liner

collapse velocities, the collapsed surface is also a cone: JNQ is

a straight line. In the case of variable collapse velocities, the

collapsed surface liner JMQ is not conical, since the element P'

collapses with lower velocity than the element P. In our arguments,

we naturally assume that the liner is thin and that neighboring

*This assumption is obvious; however, the flash radiographs
were thought to show that afterjet formation could not be explainei
so simply. However, a remarkable effect of the velocity gradient
on the collapse velocity had been overlooked.

**The increase of the angle B with collapse of the coni••] 5..

is shown in Figure 9.
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Since the detonation wave velocity.Ud is constant, the impulse

given to the liner elements by the wave can be studied in a single

inertial coordinate system. Consider a coordinate system moving

from P to Q (Figure 37) with the constant velocity U. = Ud sec a.

If the impulse imparted by the detonation wave to unit liner' mass

is constant, a steady-state motion will appear in this coordinate

system. We see from Figure 38 that, in this coordinate sysjemn, the

liner will leave QP downstream of the detonation wave front with the

velocity U, and travel along PA with this same velocity. Since, in

this coordinate system, the resulting detonation wave pressure is

everywhere perpendicular to the liner direction of motion, this

pressure can change only the direction, but not the magnitude of

the liner velocity. In Figure 38, the segment QJ is parallel to

PA and equal to QP. If the segments QP and PJ are equal in magnitude

to U1, they represent in the moving coordinate system the liner

element velocities, respectively, as the wave front passes through

P and during the further motion away from P. The vector PJ = V0

is the collapsing liner element velocity in the moving coordinate

system traveling with constant velocity, consequently the arguments

presented previously can be used here as well. It is evident that

the liner element does not move, along a line forming the small angle

6 with the normal. Referring to Figure 38, we see that

sin I (18)

In the case of decreasing rather than constant impulse imparted

by the wave to unit liner mass, the analysis remains the same, if

we assume that the liner elements do not interact with each other

during collapse. We see from the above discussion that the angle 6

will be smaller in this case. -The ivariation of the quantities Vo

and 6 depends on the charge shape and the original position of the

element in the liner. From Figure 37, we have

In the case of liner collapse with constant velocity V0 , the angle

B is equal to S.
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Ar~alys-1s- of t-he piicncmena tUa kin g place cri the -orie -- I .

nn ~Cre difficult,. since only'an acceXlat. Vd coordinal-e zyU *ie

anzýctated with the, liner mass elerTents rcertrae, J:
f*:- the analyses made in the constant v~oKycollapse w-i

%m'hat each m-ass element dm splits ait the axis int~o two r'.

p.~ prt dm. of the mass -goes into the jet, the other part;

goes 11rto the' slug. For e ach o f the, elements, we have the Jrou r
unknown quant-ities

'.'V, and v,

,m:*' 4 and V are, respectively, the velocities of dmn and dm In

"hae coordinate system moving' Wit h constant velocity.. It Is obvious

,F*c;o -symmetry considerations that the velocities V and V must 'be

kl.elto the axis. To find the four unknown quanti1t~ies, we

h-ave three relations: the equations of conservation-of mass., energy,

.,nc norentum. One relation is missing. in the case~of linear

cc;'Lapse with constant velocity, we use as the additional relatioin

!t-.e 2-ernoufli integral,, which cannot be used In the -case of'

.ý:taocie collapse velocities in the accelerated coordinate system.

W,_ ';Iake'a coordinate syst'em m oving with the constant veloc~ity V1 ,
'E7C Idal to the lnstant-arlecous velocity of the liner eler.-Uit-0 rnepting
at the. cone axis- Or. the cone axis,, the -mass elemenit drn divides
A~nto two mass elements dft and dm.5 which travel along- the aIxis in

",ýp;;:site direct lons'.' Let these elements have the v el, It 0S V and.

V~.,, respectively., in rela'tion to the moving coordinate syste-1u, where

.-e direction of the velocity V, is considered positive. Then.

Sand v-,n.

In the coordinate system adoptedi the liner el-.emc-n~t dm moves
toward the'axis with relative-velocity parallel to the liner element
3surrace. Let th'e'*absolute value, .of this velocity be v. If V, and

are t'.-o same for all elements, As in the moving uniformly coordinate

~trwe can use the Bernoulli integral to show that v. -v. Let



us assume that, in our case also.

= -v, since this assumption is

the most reasonable of all the

possible assumptions relative to

the dependence of the quantities

v s and v; this simply means that,

Figure 39. Relationship o as the liner element passel through
velocity vectors of liner the axis, it alters the directionelements joining at done axis. but not the magnitude of its

velocity. From the energy conservation law, we obtain vj v, thus

(19)

The geometric relation of the velocity vectors for the motion of
the liner elements meeting on the axis is shown in Figure 39. *The
cone axis coincides with JR, and OJ is the liner element moving

toward the axis. This element has the velocity OA VO in the
stationary coordinates and the velocityO - v in the moving
coordinates. The velocity of the moving coordinates is = V1 .

By the law of sines, we have from Figure 39

(20)

and

VW- . (21)

The absolute velocities of the Jet and slugare, respectively,

V,-4+9V-V+9

and

Substituting herein (20) and (21)land making some simplifica-

tions, we obtain the expressions for the velocities of the Jet and
slug elements
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;r; the spec!al case when the liner collapse velocity Vo 12 (-r-stant.•

•.hn angle =Fr--+29 is also constant and we have

S. i... "- ...... (3a )

These two relations are identical with (2) and (3),`although

wr'itten In a- somewhat simpler form.

We can eli±,1nate 6 from (22) and (23) with the -Od of' (18),
whý'ch yields

t'..V.C C' ft,(24~)

I ) (25)

'Ifese relations are validboth in the steady-state ca'se when V 0-A

"The same for all liner elements and in the nonsteady case when V'

na z dlfferent values for different liner elements. However', In

the steady.-state case, the angle 0 can be expressed in terms of a,

"ti,, and V,, and will not appear in the relationO .'or V and Vs.

l



Two of the four unknowns, dm /dm and dms /dm, remain to be

calculated. As in the steady-state case, they can be found by u;isrl:

conservation of mass

d- -401+ A

and conservation of momentum

-&wool =&mpg+ 40%&

or, since vj = -vs = v2

We finally obtain the relations

(26)

and

(27)

which are identical with the relations (4) obtained in the steady

state case.

We see from (26) and (27) how the mass of the conical liner

elements divides between the jet and the slug, and from (24) and

(25), we find the velocities of the jet and slug elements. The

quantities cf interest are defined as functions of constant quanti-

ties: Ud = U, cos a -the detonation wave propagation velocity;

and also variable quantities: V0 - the collapse velocity, and -

the angle between the tangent to the collapsing cone surface and the

axis. The collapse velocity V0 depends on the magnitude of the

impulse given by the detonation wave to the liner element. No

relation has yet been given for determining 8. In the steady state

case, it was previously assumed that the collapsing liner remains

conical but the angle at the apex of the collapsed liner is greater

than for the original cone. In this case, the collapsed liner

section contour coincides with the dashed straight line JQ and the

angle 8* can be determined from simple trigonometry. In the'case of

variable velocity Vo, the collapsed liner section contour is a curve
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-MAIar to JMQ (see Figure 37) (the curved surface Cfthe 4•L-lipsed

Zone can be seen in Figure 9). Thus, B depends on the shape of thne,

collapsing liner near J. Let M (Figure 37) have the cy7irid~rical

ý;ot)rdinates (r, z) and P, the original positon of M orn the liner,

have the coordinates iz%%.%J

Then

-x4 v r-T)sin A, (28>

and

S.. , - • t- • 1. ,( q29,

"where t is the time elapsed since the detonation wave passed the
-one apex, T = x/Ud x/U cos a and A, a + 6. The ozice of the

,-l]apsing liner contour to the axic at any given time can be de t e'-

-"i.ned by differentiating r with respect to z for constant t. S:C

;e have. fr•m (12)

*0. +~-r cu A.A V, on +J V; A,

where,

V• "and A,,- "A-

Differentiating (28) with respect to z,

a4t-V-.0 -tnA. - VOj +V.A' t - (32A

From (31), with the aid of (30), we obtain the slope of the

collapsing liner to the axis at any time

/
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Substituting r = 0 into (12), we obtain the time when the given

element reaches the axis

-- T"-" (33)

After substituting (33) into (32), we obtain

Before making this substitution, it is desirable to make some

simplifications. From (18), we have

Differentiating with respect to x, we obtain

s•imr', or I'm Ira

Substituting (1B), (33), and (34) Into (32), we obtain the

simple formula

..- A, 4.mamb6 s i As, '.

Since the angle $' is the value of the angle 8 which is obtained for

V; - 0, we have, from Figure 37, 2.-s. and Ar+g , and the last,

equation can be simplified still further; we obtain

The expressions in parentheses in the numerator and denominator of

(35) are positive, if the cone angle 2a does not exceed markedly

the value normally used in the charges. Therefore, when the collapse

velocity decreases from the apex to the base of the cone, I.e., when

the derivative V' is negative, the angle i is greater than 8'. We
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sere: from (214) and (26) that, with incr'ease of' the ang! et, th....t-

velocicty decreases and the'prop~ortion of the 1iner mas:., -tei;

thne jet increases.

4cow we can explain why the pictures o" toe l ate stigs:-S of jet

fotr"Ma'ton seemn t..o show the jet. issuing f-om. the slug lcng aft(;:

o.,r4.ýletion of t~he collapse. process. This Illusion is rradby

fh (ac t t.,at tuie last.6-formed Jet and slug, elem~ents travel. at hrc
.carize %elocity and by the fact that all the 'et elenien-ý; t,ýrid to

&au~c~ebecause of the presence of the velocity gradlen~t alo~ng

,he Jet length. The last-formed -let anu. slugeenn'C~TefoT

_o~er elements near the base of' the conical cavity. in t~his

ý-,I-n-, Vo << 2(i and V~XV for charges of hetyDe corisldorm-u.

.z~ hese approximat tons,. we obtain'.from (s,(241, (25), ~rd

Sthe following approxiriaterelatoion: ~ ~ ~ iV~.V
I fh'e last-formed jet and slug elenients trave) wlitb a:, X I r,-)tciy

h'sarne v- Io CI t 1e s.

* Thus, the format..orn ofL the entire i4et (including h eet

;':'.:dr ?Larwe11with 1.4ned conical Cavity is explaint-dby a ý.r

s 4 TImc- extenslon of t he rreviousiy de:velqoped steady state hydr'o

dyntirmic 'Lhepory.

0c t e on r- Ctllndric al Shelle 1 Co llaps

' t-e baois of dynamica'l considerations, wr -i -,:um- i n;at.

w;rn C y indrical liaouid shell 'contracts. radlallv wi~i xti i n n

cr> ve ry high ve-locit-ies. and pressures shoi: Id ari se -I.-A iie

vp7ý of V.he.outer shell surface should Ae~ o *1chAndta

cft~.inner surface Increase.

it, seems probable that -study of cylind-ical liqui-I snell

collapse may be of some assistance in studying the col lapse of'

cylindrical and pos31bly conical shaped charGe mnetal liners. The

collapse of such she~ll was examined above f'ronti the viewpoint, or

hyd~rodynainics wit-hout account' forý'some deta~lls, such as t-he tInstan-

tant-ous dependence of tepressure -on th.- radial 'oý$or'dtnate.



We shall consider cylindrical shells of ideal incompressible

fluid whose collapse takes place only in the radial direction

(motion along the shell axis is not considered).

We consider a quite long liquid cylindrical shell with external

radius rz and internal radius rs and mass m per unit length. The

quantity

remains constant as the shell contracts, since the liquid is

assumed incompressible and the motion is only radial. We denote
the ratio r 2/rO by x. The kinetic energy per unic shell length

is conserved, if the shell is subjected to the action of only radial

contraction and does not change shape.' Any shell element can be

characterized by a Lagrange hydrodynamic coordinate v, equal to the

mass of the shell material referred to unit length and contained
between the outer surface of the shell and an inner coaxial cylinder

passing through the given element. The velocity of any shell element

characterized by a particular value'of p is

We see from this expression that, as x approaches 1, the inner shell

surface velocity approaches infinity and the velocity of the other

elements approaches zero. It follows that, during radial contrac-

tion of the cylindrical shell without change of its shape, the

kinetic energy per unit mass concentrates along the direction

toward the shell axis.

It may be shown readily that the pressure is zero at the outer

and inner surfaces of the shell and has a maximal value for
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The maximu'm pressure is reached approximately au-mid-thicknes•:
it, the free shell ease and approaches the inner surf I.- in the.

contracting shell case. If the.internal and external pressures are-.
zero, the pressure distribution within the sh:ll is given by the
formula

or

W:- see that very high pressures can be reached.

Tne shell element velocities and pressures cart btý c aculatIa. t
if a constant pressure p acts on the initially free out,-.r .. ur.ac"

-A' the shell and the inner surface is free from the action of any
ý,rezsure. The radial velo-City of a shell element wIll be

where x0 Is the Intial value of x, and the pressure is given by

the formula

The prkessure is maximal for

il. :lustrate the precedIng general results, we take a specific
e'.34MPle. Let p = 101 dynes/cm2, r2 = 2 cm, r = 3. cm, and the
liquid shell has the density of steel, i.e., m = 24. g. Tnf-n,

-r x = 1.01, the max.mal pressure is reached for p/i/rn. 0.937 and

is equal- to 15.6 'b 101 dynes/cm', which is sixteen times greater
tnan the external pressure. The maximal velocity is r.•ached at the
inner surface and is equal to about 9.81 • 105 cm/sec.

to



In this example, the initial

shell inner radius was taken as

1.73 cmr, and at the stage of

contraction considerted, the external

and internal surface radii are,
Di tance from axis respectively,. 0.14 and 1.01 cm.

The pressure has a maximum at 0.29
Figure 40. Pressure distribu- cm from the axis (Figure 40).
tion in radially contracting
cylindrical liquid shell sub-
Jected to pressure on outer We can assume that, for a shell
surface.

of any real compressible liquid,
the pressures and velocities will be less than in the case of a

shell of ideal incompressible liquid. As a result of the elastic

and plastic properties, the behavior of a metallic shell will

differ even more from the behavior of the ideal liquid shell. The

magnitude of this deviation cannot be predicted at the present time.

Experimental Verification of New Theory of Jet Formation in Shaped

Charges with Conical Liners

The experimental study reported herein was undertaken to verify
a new theory of jet formation from charges with lined conical

cavities. This new theory and the studies described in the begin-

ning of the present paper yield a complete picture of the subject

phenomenon.

In the new theory of Jet formation, it is assumed that din, V0 ,
ms, dm, Vs, and'V depend on the position of the subject zonal

element on the surface of the cone, i.e., they are functions of x

-- the distance of the zonal element plane from the apex, measured

along the axis. Thus, we examine a conical shell element of mass
dm between two planes perpendicular to the axis located at the dis-

tances x and x + dx from the apex. The values of m, ii, and in o. n

be found with the aid of the integrals, respectively, of dm, dms,

and dmin, taken in the limits from x = 0 to x.
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Detonator Thern a'] 4 -- te .U;.nl t s ,t.
.Wooden holder
ýTetryl booster E oor.,

st peutollte 50/50 velodty. ad r re deI'r:wi a: f'J I

of x; i1. ha- also be-n f',ur1d J 1h1t

Sonst. For the hr-e , nu1,:1iw:.
-teel 

cone,

•0.94 m thick fu nc tl on s 6 (x ) , V 0 ( x 9 , "ci -3( x), w .-

obtained above the four indev:,•:

reIat, ons (13), (2k' 4r

With the aid of two of tlwese four"•'t.•'e41. Cross section relations, we can express ,wi quan-
if standard charge.

titles as functions-of the tiird,
.iErct!.tute the iesul•lng relations into the remaining two, and

_utain two independent relations for the third unknown quantity. IT

_c- basic assumptlon.- of the theory are sound, the two s,:ts of

-:.lues obtalne-. :*or the third unknown from these ;wo rciat ions

thould te the same.

For experimental verification of the theory, we selected the
::r-ct]on It as the third quantity,. since it can be determined qulte
-!mply from (27": and (35) after substituting therein the val.2res 1Jf
. and 7w from ,8) ani (21). Since A = a + 5, the quantity 6 c.oe;

,Ot appear :.. Lhe rlcht sides of (27) and (35). We can ot1ain 3

.y fror. experimental data with the aid of (27). The experi-

dn,..ý determlnaticn of 8 using (35) is more dfA'f-'cu1t.

in order to exclude the velocity Vo from (35), we substitute 6

arnd B from (18) and (27) into (24), then from. tGe resuitinriC
x-:pr-ssion, we find VO and substitute it into (35).

Experiments have been performed with a number of different
-hiarge types; however, in the foliowing, we present data re.ttng

-i2y to charges of' the type shown in Figure 41. The experimeits.
ahow that the conclusions derived here are also val1d for rharge.•

of the other types. The charge shown in Figure 41 consists or a
-y11nde- of cast 50/50 pentolite weigh.ing about 227 g and a stee1



conical !lner whose apex angre is

A 44J0 (a 220) and wall thic:rness is
0 0. mm. The: charge s boosted by

a 30 gram pressed tetryl pellet

b c and inritiated ty an electric

blasting cap.

Figure 42. Photographs of: Tof a zona-l element
a- grooved conical liner for. a is determined by the liner design
slug recovery after charge
detonation; b- elements of and can be calculated with reasonable
recovered slug;, disintegra-recovredr lug; dnlsontegra accuracy. However, to avoid errors
ted during detonation of
charge with liner prepared as due to lack of precision in the
Shown In a; c- whole recovered manufacture of the liner., specimens
slug formed during detonation
of charge with ungrooved of the charge were sectioned at
conical steel liner. accurately determined intervals and

each section was weighed individually. This determination of the

elementary mass dm yields an accuracy better than 1%.

The values of dm as a function of x were determined experi-

mentally very simply. Before lining the charge, the conical liner

was cut into individual rings of the same width or grooves were

made at regular intervals along the axis. Then the charge was fired

in a deep container of water. After firing the charges with eithier

sectioned oz% grooved liners, the slug) disintegrated into individual

elements corresponding to the liner elements, was recovered from the.

container (see [1]). Figure 42 shows a grooved conical liner, the

slug sections recovered after firing a Charge with this liner, and

the one-piece slug formed when firing a charge with ungrooved conical

liner.

While the slug elements can be weighed to within 10- g,

because of statistical fluctuations, the precision of the detelrmini-

tion of their weight varied from about 3%' for the elements formed

from the parts located near the liner apex to 0.3% for the elements

formed from the parts located nearer the base. Quite different

weight values are obtained for the slug elements forT'ed from the

.- ~ .
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& ur I 3 cf-el,.at1. of Ugure i.
cporliadint for d et e rf..i nI rgjet experimnent ftr- dett-,:;1 n;1ng

velocit"yand' typical j~et. fr~ont velcoc!,ty of v' ~ >
Z ue. Hu.-r.::onta]l black ý!treakz element4. Ti caIi.
,,e nrl--Auceý by c&allratloii tapes. t r.- e.

T h e a v,!ra gc d e v-) Ln 1 o io wave velocity 11 f'or ~t, ho c rv yi

.tzudi e;:d de-tern; 1n:-.~itr-. eyperinient waa 7.) ri~~t w h

The rothtling rnii-r-or' camera just deocribt--d _ri be Ue.to m~e a 31

*,he jet frYon-; ei-i, The jet trr:ivcls very !a ,anl-3 wh-n jil t iave L 2

~.r arthe Jet. ~n is ac:ccompanied 'by a luuminous olthc'ck wave

7Irrure?3 21 and : ),whic~h car) bý; recorded on 1i! I. h

a6 Lhe detoratlc:i wave is reco~rded. S1ince dif~elnti jet ~i~r

cav ~i 'fe re nt .r1 C)I t eS I t i s necessary 1.o d e rý- m ti c4 v e c:. I

-)r each elem'ý-nt. To0 -.h'- end, the jet was p:e 4og ugt

A'*lgeei:ticres.bfr-r recording Its ':ý 1ciy Wheii. let

or :h:ates a t~arget, L he e Lemen Ls locatefd a': ~.s ",ront are r' l'

by t he target a.:, the~j. ;trike It, wh! 1e th'e ý-Iernenlt 1 w* r f bI e~ bh!!

szt t.r ou U h ta:1.1*p*t mat.er4 aI bractieall'; urid~ s'lured. D. f

'eof~~ -'" 
4 hr pa. t of th-e ir' thý!r y e2~r'e1L th -

camnera. The veil ~c Iz, 1-? W'. dl f!eren-; j e Nen.l- ~~' re

*f,'.r the jet pen,ýtLratt-d t, reil of' dffir'ent A TY

t..I ,-:ture obtalnriec af1t>.r .,io~tn J e ~t through i n g]. tr- c. S

;h-own In 1-.g-ur'ý 46a . 11' we de sirc- to determin th vc-2 c'! *

j- element, we- (-an shoot a E.Anr e jet t~hiough) sv r i~ C.) hI n



•~mm

mrem "

SFigure 48. Calculateddepen-

Velocity of front of remaining jet dence of jet element.velocity
V on initial position x.of
corresponding liner element on

Figure 47. Experimental correla- corresponde
tion of mass of unused-(remaining) parent cone.
part of Jet mrem and its front
velocity. targets located at some distance

0- inidividual observations; - from one another and record the
average.

Jet front velocity after passing

through each of these targets. Velocities recorded in this way are

shown in Figure 46b, from which we clearly see that the leading jet

elements travel faster than the trailing elements.

However, the target superposition method cannot be used to

determine the Jet element velocity dependence on the position on the

liner of the zonal element from which the given jet element was

formed. In order to establish:this important dependence, it is

necessary to shoot the Jet through a single target and then determine,

by simple weighing, the mass of the. Jet elements which have passed

through the:target. The mass m of an Individual jet element can be

found as the difference between the total Jet mass and the mass of

its elements which have passed through the target. The velocity of

the mass mj is V and is recorded by the camera. Using targets of
j

different thickness, the velocity V and the corresponding masses mj

of the various Jet elements were determined. The dependence of V on

m was thus found. Using the averaged mj(x) curve shown in Figure 43,

we can determine V (x). Figure 47 shows V1 as a function of the

jet mass which has passed through the target and Figure 48 shows

V as a function of x.



In. pl nc ipl I thr r(, .~r

Ifor- de termr1ni rig V~ (x) is Stiffy

Ibut coll rlot6n. of t h jet particK:;
bm after the Pexplosi~o~n is eei~2

difficult because o" the hi,, oene-

Pi guze, 149. Calculated slope, of trating abrility rof the jet. and th e
collapsed liner as functio~n ofteedosrda srs@saili
Pos-Ition x of corresponding.
liner element on, parent cone. as the C'jet -p opagates in any mediurn.'t

ta.4 -tally, water, was used as trhe medium for collecting the je'.-

Particles. In 'Later. experiments, the j et parti~cles were: CLeŽcted

mor-eý convenientl and' simply, in cylinders of ice. In either case,

Swas5 necessary to use several gal"on of walel ocllc e

part-*cles weighing abo~ut six g ram s -and gaving dimen~sions from 001

to 1m.Iorer t o determine 'the jet' mass, th e iwatler wýA.s cptref'u1iy
"i11te~red and subjected to quantitative c he Mic al a naly si The tar-

*gets u-sed to remove the leading elements o~f the jet; were natura~llu
* made from *a materia difrng fro thj nat e r iaa The exoeri-Merlt

reý_quired conside~rable care to prevent.. loss of ay o0f' trle j Et partic-les

and'avoid contamin'ation of the Spec imen. The experimental Er ro r

of the jet collection experiments. cann~ot be evalua~ted, accurately,

b',Ut oprobably, amounts to aot 4I%

We see from (27) that the slpe othe nversus mcr&(e

F 1gur e 143) is equa 1 to c'S.2. /2. .The curve of 03 vers t;s x obtained on

'7.h e basis of thris relatiorn IS pýlott ed. 'in Figure U Tt 11s d L t'fi cu I.

t: 1feetate an experimental. curve witbah t. 2ý-gree of accliracv'.
rcgin all the accurac-y possibl frmtedt, fth dfeg.ree

.,oiDynonia.1 was used to approxi.mate thecr fFiue13 usn. the

Ji ast squares techn Iqu e and the. values of-s were. determlred by

direct differentiatiron..

*D-irge, R.: ýRev.. Mod. Phys., Vol. 19, 119117, pp. 298 3 360.



The Vj(x) and 8(x) curves
shown in Figures 48 and 49 play

a secondary role; they are

it necessary only for determining

VO(x) with the aid of (24).
Figure 50. Calculated dependence
of liner element collapse velocity The final result of this part
VO on element position x on parent of the experimental study is
cone. shown in Figure 50, which

displays a curve of Vo versus x. These values of VO(x) can be

substituted into (35) to find , and compare the values obtained with

the curve of Figure 19. However, it is simpler to substitute the

values taken from the curve of Figure 50 into the. parametric

relations (28) and (29), from which (35) was obtained, and find the

values of z-and r for different time intervals. From the values

of z and r, we can draw the contour of the collapsing liner at any

instant of time. The angle between the liner contour and the axis

determines the value of the angle B corresponding to the liner

element located at the given instant of time on the axis. As:an
illustration, Figure 51 shows the collapsing liner contour in a

particular case. We see from this figure that the liner element

01, located originally near the apex of the conical liner, as a

result of collapse, has split into two parts, one of which (0", 1")

entered the slug and the other (0", 1'") - the jet. A liner element.

located some distance from the apex (cross hatched) as a result of

collapse has moved somewhat toward the axis and, together. with the

neighboring elements, forms the contour of the collapsing part of

the liner. In Figure 52, the circles indicate the values of 8

found graphically and the solid line shows the dependence of 8 on
x, obtained experimentally by determining the slug mass. The

agreement of the results is better than could be expected on

the basis of experimental accuracy.

It is easy to see why it appears that an afterjet forms. The

collapse velocity of the liner elements located near the apex

decreases very slowly, Just as indicated by the steady state theory;

but as the wave approaches the base,. the velocities begin to decrease
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DeLonation uav.e

Figure 51. Illustration of graphical solution method.

Positions ofo liner elements 0, 1, 2, slug elements, !tnel oet -ei,..r-
calculated for an arbitrary instant of time. The values of V0 u
5 weredetermined fromri the relations

•'"."• ("-)andA"M& , IL

Tf he pos-ition c.f an element which has not yet reached the axis,
:;uch as element 9 -- 10 (hatched), is determined by the product of
J: by the time elapsed from the instant the detonation tiave passed
through the element. Todetermine the thickness of any el.&v:ent 0o

the collapsing. liner, it is sufficient to apply the mass conserva-
tior• law. For element,, such as 0 - 1, which has already rea-ched
the axis at ,The considered time and split into a Jet and, a s!ug the
tIme since their arrival :at the axis-at 0 -and I' respeýtively,
iz- determined~sitnply; the velocity of t.he Jet element is 'knwn and
that of. the corresponding slug element can Lbe calculatcd; t!his, the
posit-fons 0." and I" of the- slug elements.and 0'" -and I"' of the jet
elements are-determined. LTo determine the jet and sl-o- diameters,

-t is necessaryoto know th- distribution of liner mass between the-
t and :.ug. -It is obtained" from the relation

The angle between tne axis and the tangent to the. centerline of the
coliapsing liner is the. angle.

much more rapidly. As a result of this, it.appears- thaat. th ejet is
-:.s-ung frorn ,he .slu long fter the completion of tlhe collapse

process. However, the experimental data do not iil- a t any j.u.t.-

l.qtion for dividing :the phenomenon into two rar'ts. In fact, -t

As strange, that, in the Jet vIth nonlinear variations Ci m, $, and

Vý.-with x (see curves-:in Figures .43, i49, and 50), uniforn, masi

distr'ibution and linear velocity di.stribution- are obtained, The

nass .bf the liner eIements and the corresponding ang.c , lincrease

from"the cone apex toward the base. Conseauently, we can expect.

,-hat. the front'parts of' t he Jtcontaln f.ar less mass than the r-Ž"r

parts, i.e., the diameter of the front part of the jet Is far

smaller than that of the rear part; -however, the liner collapse
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Figure 52. Comparison of results 9: 1., su Armor plate

S-- Water '1

obtained by graphical solution of -W Steel'
the parametric equations and Velocity of jet elements (cm/lisec)
experimental determination of
slug mass..

Sexperimental curve; 0-
graphical. solution.

Figure' 53. Positionoof jet
elements 50 microseconds after

"velocity near the base decreases detonation wave passage through
teaidly a ap s t o cone, apex as function of velocity.

The data shown were obtained, with
.a uniform rate of mass entry, Into teado ag ubro

the jet is obtained. The curve different targets located at
various distances.

ofluniformgentry of massminto the

jet Is shown in.-Figure 147,: the liner velocity gradient is shown in

Figure 53.

The method, illustrated in Figured51o, can be used to show the

process of jet formation and liner conical cllapse (see Figurel5i4).

The results of calcula tion using this technique can betcompared

with the pictures obtainedby flash radiography (see Figure 9).

Although the pictures were obtainedifor chargeseof adiffertent type

than shown,-ethe agreement of the calculations and observations is

veryr good..

The data shown:in tigure 53lwere obtained from additional

experiments which were not required to verify the theory. These

experAimentswere made with targets of differing thickness and

different material, located at various differences from the charges.
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c !a1U Iy wiPth c<i-j~ oh-:ý v4 54.Various stages of

-~2.5 microseconds; b- 5 13lrc -aeasri r oU~i.~s~
Mlacr'oseconds; .c- Ao -A~cro- . n o b nri n f the h
*e ---ond s d- 15 miecreconds

af.ter det.onation wave passed inl Figure ljn..
t~he corie apex.

In our ixprie nz.s ' ro
make use of the fact that the horizorntal distance between th- p oit
of Jet ent.-y into~ the targret (at this point the Jet t r -qcc, ri

,iure 4i6a dis~appears) and t1he point- ofjl.. et miergec fr(,rn t
1 'rget also determines thIie tiene reqtuirk~d for targel. pe!ieýtratj.Orl..

If we assume that the velocity of the elemTentt cae lth

front .(-f the jet e-.ergirig from the' target does not chan,-. IC
passr-s through theC tarrge-t material, we can calculate tlrý pzt 1 n J
thiz element Wt any ln~tant of t~ine. By varying the ta.r'gret .thk
we. can select di'[fe~rent element's travte!rgý a t d ff e r-ýn ve c1t i s

t ce e s ',-he nio'itv of the ernirglnj7 part f~f thiel j~' c.- 1,t.
possible to de-tertinhe tL:he position of any element at Any at

t im. C Flgl~re 53 Thows the iocatiorus of t~he jet elements, 50 : co

S eb ond 3 afto-ýr '-he 1jet f r o, 1 pas:;ed through t h ba e na~o ~
orirl~nai .nrer. T h'-Žgreemeni, between e x p her i i t Il datas obt-aine-
s~ith chargetm lrjcate~d at x'aric-as disstances from th-e !taýrcelt1 ~rid cat E,
thiat the .t>t '.Leriaent veioict-,ies do not (:hanpj_*e ih ".e r t ~rat o
Droe,,:ss. T1'he a-ree ment between data of exptrim:-: ai,. rtgt a , o

nv'eeztiateripls indicates, thait adjacent. .e1,!imehts do -not have

ar,' ma~rked ir~f lueruce on r e arPot her in the ue-rcto io~~.Tt

-.,s o.v~ 1 C is .that thce z.upttoi carirot be c.-mplete'ly ;rue. The

e!xperimentaJ evidence on~ly shows tha t ne ither, the frictional res Is-
tance o."the air r ho elat."Vl Ic r p~lastic' stresses within the

jet are great enough~t noticeay afect the velocitil o tej'
elements. If thle jet tL-ravels a dist. ince, of 12.2 ? ieter's or mnor,
the air resistan.;1r' increase,_, primar* ly becajsr._ *-he ie'. br-e~.W.k dow'n

into particles. As lonrgF a S. t h e. t s co ntf. nu c.us, the air rr-sistanvw.
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in te !>zf. ) s~ of t~hu.V ai.' 1 .

* In the 11 r;:r.v j rd t f; ith tleu1 s p hrt ý-;he.z enIpb rcs*r

Is Zste7-dy stutc- I n an appropialrC lv .&e] w:t~ed or) )rd inn~ ~V':

pceOm:ii ts us 1to fxp iln thin fql):':at ion of- cri I y he !i~A~~

J ct a nd -c ca n ot e x pla in th I fov'rti T, 1. 0 1of ILIhe 3 f ~U5

th fsrr.at. ton of ah afierj et had to be c.x P' 1ail n.ism

way. As we would e:.xpect., the_ ýexlsi _ttce of' a v 1 1 ty lrn d~

-hp length of' the J et natura~llY foillows fiom n r~rw Y!:~'

~nrarstha th frst vaian. lite theory c an be I1>i i ' (I 2i

* charges with constant l1iner e!ollbpsf- velocity I.but hn viII

no-, be aniy velocity gradient along thte 'Jet, I~e 1 h'> .1 t~

lengthen and, consequently, thie penetratting a b~ 1: 1 t. thr otw I

be* less than one 'fifth the actual value. The e x pr. !-, triv s

*the c h-a r,,e d e~s, '6n zhown In F Igure )io~T. v e Y y fo Yrt un-iateý nr he n ý

t hat. whe~n it. i s f" - r-e d, Jot. Is f orm-ed w lth' he r'c-'-iu nd 1~TdI

giradienti w h Ich proýv Ider, hot h'uni form C-t~ n' f -ya v r I.')h 10i r!

V!c6t and linear- velocit~y distri but Ion In the J1e't.
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